
cynnamin delight 
 
cynnamin delight: checks the music, likes the tune and steps toward a dance stage 

D r a z: smiles watching cynn step  to the stage  

trisha_29: jumps on the bar and adjusts the spot lights so they hit just right on the cage 

trisha_29: jumps down and sits in a chair next to my babygirl...pretends to roll the 

window down.....in my best draz accent....excuse me miss..do you have any grey poupon? 

cynnamin delight: steps into the cage, moves to the center and spins, starts a roll of the 

hips 

cynnamin delight: spins around, keeps the rocking going and drops the head back while 

getting the shoulders into the routine 

D r a z: smileswatching cynn shakeit  

touchdown366: mmmmmmm very nice cynnamin 

dirtyrpgirl: woooooohooooooooooooooo cynnamin!!!!! 

cynnamin delight: spins and rolls the hips, works the ass left and right, then into a slow 

shimmy 

Gabriela92: nods my head as Cynnamin cranks it up. 

trisha_29: watches them hips shake....wooooooohoooooooooo shake it cynnamin! 

cynnamin delight: spins around, gives a slow seductive lick of the lips while eyeing the 

crowd, one hand moving up my body 

trisha_29: whistles at the lip licking 

cptfire35: awesome..go cyn 

cynnamin delight: moves to the front of the cage, drapes a leg around a bar and grinds 

against the bar 

D r a z:  smiles watching the hand sliding over the firm body  .shake that thang  

cynnamin delight: one free hand running up the body, grabs onto one of my breasts while 

I slowly glide on the bar 

Peter Gee: applauds 

cynnamin delight: backs away, pauses 

cynnamin delight: starts to move again, a slower but deliberate rocking of the hips 

cynnamin delight: runs both hands up my body, through my hair and gives it a toss 

touchdown366: appreciates the hot cage dancer's moves as the hips move 

cynnamin delight: spins around and pulls off the tank, tosses it through the cage 

Gabriela92: claps overhead to the beat, watching Cynnamin rock it 

trisha_29: work it cynnamin! 

cynnamin delight: gives the hair a toss and slides down the bra straps 

cynnamin delight: spins and rolls the hips, snaps them off each way 

cynnamin delight: runs the hands up the butt while leaning over 

cynnamin delight: gives a light pat, then a smack 

touchdown366: its definitely a cynnamin delight to night 

cptfire35: who has a better smile than cyn...noone! 

Peter Gee: nice smack 

cynnamin delight: spins around, gives that sultry jungle look and drops to the knees 

cynnamin delight: sways on the knees, brings the hands up the body 



cynnamin delight: back down over the breasts,tugging at the bra to lower it a little more 

touchdown366: oh nice moves cynnamin 

cynnamin delight: stands and spins, continues with the sway and backs to the bars, 

barely makes contact and rocks against the bars 

dirtyrpgirl: closes my mouth tight...i aint fallin for that chit td!!! 

cynnamin delight: steps away, reaches back, loosens the bra andtugs it off, drops it to 

the cage floor 

cynnamin delight: pauses, still turned away 

touchdown366: watches it fall  

D r a z: grins seeing the bra hit the floor  

cptfire35: omg cyn 

cynnamin delight: spins again, leans to the bars, lets the breasts fill in between the bars 

cptfire35: wish i was the bar 

cynnamin delight: sways a little, then backs away and continues with the sway and rock 

of the hips 

dirtyrpgirl: woooooooooooooohooooooooo breasticles!!!!!! 

touchdown366: lovely view between the bars 

cynnamin delight: gives the hair another toss and grabs at the short skirt, slowly draws it 

up 

D r a z:  smiles watchimg  the hips moveside to side  

Peter Gee: pays close attn  

cynnamin delight: the head falls back, the shoulders working to the tune, tugs the skirt a 

little higher 

touchdown366: watches as it goes up and up 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmm sexy panties!!!! 

cynnamin delight: spins and sways, pulls the skirt up, showing off the butt 

cynnamin delight: looks back, runs a hand on the right side, then smacks it 

puckhound3000: especially when a sexy woman is wearing them 

touchdown366: thinks of bouncing a quarter off it lol 

cptfire35: tight butt 

Peter Gee: smiles 

cptfire35: could bounce a quarter off of it 

cynnamin delight: spins around and tugs the skirt down, kicks it away, struts to the cage 

front and drapes the left leg around the bar, pushes the breasts between the bars 

cynnamin delight: glides up and down the bar, sways a little and gives the glossed lips a 

slow sultry lick 

touchdown366: oh such gracefull moves 

D r a z: grins watching cyn rock it out  in the cage  

cynnamin delight: steps away, spins and struts to the center, looks over the shoulder, 

tugs at the g string 

cptfire35: omg 

touchdown366: lucky g string 

cynnamin delight: spins again, slowly moves the hips, tugs the waistband down a inch 

cynnamin delight: then another 



Al_dente_: opens my eyes to a glorious sight in the cage 

touchdown366: eyes go down inch by inch 

cynnamin delight: one more and pauses, turns and sways and rocks, then pauses 

Al_dente_: watches the swaying body.... 

dirtyrpgirl: tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

cynnamin delight: steps slowly toward the front of the cage and lowers to the knees 

cynnamin delight: sways slowly, runs the hands inside my legs, up my body 

touchdown366: eyes follow her every move 

cynnamin delight: sways again, head moving slowly, feeling taken under by the more 

hypnotic tune 

cynnamin delight: runs the hand over my breasts, one continues down between my legs 

cynnamin delight: pauses, moves against the hand in a slow motion  

touchdown366: watches the hands as they glide over her body 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm cynn!!!!........ 

D r a z: watches the hands as   the hands slide  over  the curves   

cptfire35: go cynn 

trisha_29: very sexy moves cynn! 

cynnamin delight: brings the hand up, cups the breasts and sways while slowly squeezing 

them 

Al_dente_: shift in my seat for a little adjustment... 

cptfire35: show off that body 

cynnamin delight: slows and pauses, then slowly rises, moves back to the front of the 

cage and glides on the bars 

trisha_29: passes al a small throw blanket for some discretion 

cynnamin delight: spins around, presses the butt to the bars and sways 

cynnamin delight: the head drops back, the body arches back slightly while my hands run 

up my body and over the breasts 

touchdown366: watches her spin 

dirtyrpgirl: watches as the blanket kinda"bounces"up and down on al's lap 

Al_dente_: catches the blanket and places it staegically.. thumbs up to Trish 

trisha_29: nods and grins to al 

touchdown366: nice as they go over her breast 

cynnamin delight: spins again, works the hips in a slow rock, looks out at the audience, 

giving various ones the little smile 

cynnamin delight: pauses....slows the movements 

touchdown366: smiles back 

trisha_29: she is gorgeous! 

cynnamin delight: drops the head again, hand runs up and down then pauses between 

my legs 

cynnamin delight: stands as the new tune starts 

cynnamin delight: grabs a bar of the cage and sways and lowers, slowly raises  

Al_dente_: <is concious of my hands.. pondering a swap?? 

cynnamin delight: spins and presses to the bars and sways again, then steps away and 

spins, runs the hands over the body 



dirtyrpgirl: great tunes gabi!!! 

touchdown366: eyes slowly go up and downw with each move she does 

Gabriela92: ty, Dirty 

cynnamin delight: grabs the bars again and continues the slow rock, one hand slides 

down a side, moves between my legs 

cynnamin delight: works the g string down a little further, knowing there is little left to 

hide 

touchdown366: such a beautiful sight 

Peter Gee: to bad its not a Gee string lmao 

dirtyrpgirl: gtsy as well country...it's been a while....smiles 

cynnamin delight: spins and runs the hands down the butt, smacks it, then spins back 

and grabs the cage bars and continues the slow rock and sway 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm great body .... 

touchdown366: hears the smack and smiles 

Peter Gee: looks for a hand print 

cynnamin delight: slides to the center, spins and continues the sway, spins again and 

drops to the floor, lies back, rests on the elbows while doing a scissors kick 

touchdown366: awesome sissors kick as i look on 

cynnamin delight: spins around to thee knees, runs the hands up and down my body, 

along my sidess 

dirtyrpgirl: dang!!...look at them legs as she kcks!!!...wooohooooo 

cynnamin delight: pauses, closes the eyes, lets the head fall back for a moment 

dirtyrpgirl: yw's...smiles 

touchdown366: watches as her hands cover such a lovely creacture 

cynnamin delight: spins and stands, starts the sway again, lowers and dips while 

overworking the hips while standing 

Al_dente_: watches the g-string... not hiding much.... 

dirtyrpgirl: no thank ya country..........smles 

touchdown366: head follows as she sways 

mrcountry_1: sits at bar and watches the dancers, sipping a hook ale 

cynnamin delight: moves to the cage front, grabs a bar and hooks the leg and leans back, 

slowly rocking the upper body, nipples pushed to the ceiling bars 

dirtyrpgirl: damn cynn!!!!!....wow 

cynnamin delight: the free hand runs up and down my body, then over each breast 

trisha_29: if you find something tall dark and with a sexy twang in there bring it over to 

me please country! 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo baby 

touchdown366: such flexibility mmmm mmm mmm  

Peter Gee: those cold bars on the nipples sure have an effect  

cptfire35: lol 

cynnamin delight: back down a side as I stand and give Dirty a smile, then spin and press 

the butt to bars and grinds against them 

touchdown366: sees the grinds and blushes 

cynnamin delight: the eyes close as the body sways, presses to the bars again 



touchdown366: watches as she gets into the dance 

cynnamin delight: tugs the g string down the last little bit and slowly sways, spins and 

leans over, giving the butt a small roll 

touchdown366: eyes roll with her 

cynnamin delight: tugs the g string off, spins and lets it dangle in front of me...Pauses 

and smiles, then bows 

mrcountry_1: that cage steel is getting superheated 

dirtyrpgirl: jumps up and applauds cynnamin....wooohoooooooooooooooooo damn that 

was hot girl!!!!! 

cynnamin delight: steps to the front of the cage, then steps out and gives the g string a 

toss 

touchdown366: stands as i applaud the hot dancer 

touchdown366: catches it 

trisha_29: woooooooooooooohoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo cynnamin!!!!! 

cynnamin delight: smiles and bows again...thank you ! 

mrcountry_1: how many g's do you throw on the unwary trisha, smiles 

Peter Gee: applauds 

touchdown366: gives her a big smile 

dirtyrpgirl: no thank YOU cinnamin.............smiles 

touchdown366: no we thankyou 

cynnamin delight: smiles, bows again....thank you 

trisha_29: laughs....that all depends country 

cynnamin delight: gathers up the other clothing and steps aside to put something else on 

touchdown366: cynnamin can i get you a drink 

cynnamin delight: A martini will be good TD, thank you 

mrcountry_1: very nice dancing cynnamin, really heated htatcage up a lot 

touchdown366: goes to the bar and makes her a martni and brings it to her 
cynnamin delight: steps from the dressing room, orange silks draped over my body, 

hugging the curves and not really covering much, but just enough 

cynnamin delight: thank you, gives him a kiss upon each cheek 

Al_dente_: well done cynnamin... 

cynnamin delight: thank you Al 

dirtyrpgirl: yeah ya did joe...cynnamin was just strutting her nekkid self in the cage!!! 

touchdown366: thaks her for such grace and style in the cage 

Master_joe: damn damn damn 

cptfire35: welldone cynn 

cynnamin delight: sits with TD while catching my breath and has a sip of the martini 

touchdown366: tells her that was a great dance 

touchdown366:  as i watch her sip her martini 

touchdown366: gives her a little hugg 

cynnamin delight: hugs him back 

Gabriela92: fantastic, Cynnamin!!!! 

cynnamin delight: thank you Gabriela, thanks for the music ! 



touchdown366: great tunes gabi 

Gabriela92: you're welcome; I only had it until Draz had to leave, and he took it. 

trisha_29: cynnamin....amazing dance hun! 

 

Kelleen 
 
Kelleen: hand in the air rocking my body and shaking my head 

Kelleen: hips swaying shaking side to side 

D r a z: watches the lithe kelleen  wriggle asnd sway  

Kelleen: rocking out to old school rock doing an air jam 

D r a z: grins watching the hips   

Kelleen: hair flying around struting around doing my best angus young 

Kelleen: whew that was fun  

D r a z: winks at kelleen as   the beat gets stronger 

Kelleen: pulling my AC/DC tshirt to just below my breasts tieing a knot and shaking my 

ass in tight jeans 

D r a z: smiles as i watch the tight ass   

Kelleen: giggles now if i had a chest like shannyn my shirt would be very sexy giggles 

greygriffin20: it still works non-the-less 

Kelleen: the rips in my jeans just below the ass cheeks and my legs strutting around  

shannyn a1: arranges for a loan to Kelleen 

Kelleen: lol thankies shannyn strutting over to her bouncing my hips off hers 

Kelleen: hands in my hair shaking my hips and body to the beat 

shannyn a1: gives a playful nudge back and a little smack on her behind 

Kelleen: giggles to shannyn wiggles my ass asking if i can work the loan off in trade of 

service giggles them struting a little more bouncing what boobage i have  

Kelleen: arching back hair drapping down my back to the new tune 

shannyn a1: draws up a contract on the back of three LAB cocktail napkins and draws a 

line for Kelleen to sign 

Kelleen: skipping up the stair to the bar then wiggles to shannyn picking up the napkin 

siging it with brite red lip stick kiss handing it back to her 

Kelleen: then strutting up and down the bar hips ass bouncing as i do 

D r a z: grins watching the hips and ass  

Kelleen: hips bouncing side to side to the tune then reaching down getting a bottle water 

running it over the white tshirt  

Kelleen: letting the sweat off the bottle reach my neck and shirt  

D r a z:  looks at the transparent shirt   abnd winks at kelleen 

Kelleen: smiles i am still dressed draz looking at the rules 

Kelleen: holding the bottle shaking my lil chest to the beat 

shannyn a1: thinks what a spray of seltzer water would do to the shirt 

Kelleen: winks at shannyn pointing to the bottle as i tighten the knot more  

D r a z: that tight ass ,,, shaking to the beat ,,,,,,,, a rock and roll rebel  

Kelleen: turning my butt out running my hands over it giving each cheek a slap 



Kelleen: rollng my hips and ass to the beat  

greygriffin20:    

D r a z: eyes folowing the rolling hips and ass 

Kelleen: turning the shirt tight shaking struting  

Kelleen: reaching behind the bar getting the bottle struting to shannyn dropping it in her 

lap shaking 

D r a z: we love to watch her strut  

greygriffin20: tis true 

Kelleen: runningmy hands over the shirt arching my chet out  

Kelleen: chest 

shannyn a1: takes the bottle, looks it over, aims and fires away 

trisha_29: ok i have to clean my list of a few people ....brb 

shannyn a1: starts at the top and works down, makes sure little is left dry 

Kelleen: gapsing a little but moving sides to side as the shirt is now pretty much see 

through 

Kelleen: licking the water and bubbles off my lips 

Kelleen: then leaning over shannyn letting drop fall to her face and neck 

D r a z:  laffs  watchig the drips   

Kelleen: then licking them off her standing again shaking my wet body 

shannyn a1: circles over the very visible breasts with a finger tip, then drags across each 

nipple 

Kelleen: bits my lip purring as she does 

Kelleen: kissing her lips softly then standing shaking my chest and ass 

shannyn a1: pulls a fifty from the back pocket and inserts it down the shirt 

Kelleen: whisper in her ear thank you loveer 

Kelleen: as the beat slow more S moves with my body on the bar then shaking fst again 

Kelleen: singing the words looking at shannyn saying a women like you 

Kelleen: whew jumping off the bar opeing the water taking a big drink 

shannyn a1: puckers the lips and blows a kiss Kelleen's way 

D r a z: looks over at  kelleen in the tight pants  

Kelleen: taking a seat next to her at the bar leaving the 50 in my shirt smiles at her 

touchdown366: think there painted on lol 

Kelleen: chest heaving as i breath from the dance  

Kelleen: resting my head on her shoulder recoving from the dance 

 
 

Poppy and Kelleen 

Poppy England: *slides back onto her bar stool, wearing her skin tight black mini-dress 

with a zip running down the front, black stockings and suspenders and a pair of black 

knee boots.....  

Kelleen: smiles looking around the room 

whocares2014: need a help with that zip? it's moved down a bit 



 

Poppy England: *crosses her long legs and her fingers reach for the ring of the zip.....  

Poppy England: *checks everything is covered properly  

Poppy England: Kelleen and I are thinking about getting some dancing together  

 

Poppy England: *checks she has her cash garter on  

Kelleen: yes and we both have on stockings and garters smiles 

Poppy England: ah a garter is different in british English  

Al_dente_: <checks wallet to see if i've restocked after the other night 

Poppy England: its the one that goes round the leg  

Kelleen: it is what holds up stockings right? 

Poppy England: that helpful clients put money in  

Kelleen: at least here it is  

whocares2014: I know what u meant poppy 

Poppy England: the ones that hold up the stockings are suspenders  

CreativeEd: suspenders... 

Al_dente_: the 'suspender' holds up the stockings outside the usa 

CreativeEd: what poppy has on right now.... 

Kelleen: oh got it  

Kelleen: we jsut call then gater belts here  

Poppy England: *raises her hem slightly to show the clips of her black suspenders  

Al_dente_: either way.. they are nice! 

Kelleen: lifts me skirt up showing my black stockings and the garters 

Kelleen: smiels setting back down in the semi shear cream top, grey skirt  

whocares2014: nice view Kelleen 

Poppy England: *leans back against the hard shiny counter of the bar and fiddles with 

the silver zip of her dress....  

Kelleen: standing walking over to Poppy swaying my hips to the beat of the music 

running my hand up her arm 

Kelleen: bouncing my hip up and down 

Poppy England: *grins at Kelleen and looks towards the stage, raising a brow....  

Al_dente_: watches the curves of both women.... 

Kelleen: leans to her ear whisper "yes" 

Al_dente_: settles into a recliner with a tall glass of cold water 

Poppy England: *slips off her seat and starts to move towards the stage......swinging her 

hips.....leading Kelleen up the steps to the poles.....  

Kelleen: taking Poppy's hand walking  

Kelleen: my skirt riding up heels clicking on the stage  

Poppy England: *leads Kelleen to a pole and then resting her back against the pole 

beside it....  

shyla_24: *silently looks at kelleens shoes thinking i would break my face in them* 

Kelleen: reaching up grasping the pole swaying my hips side to side  

Poppy England: *reaches up with one arm.....clasping the hard pole with her hand.....the 

other hand moving to her zip......  



CreativeEd: wc Time... sorry was too busy looking at these two ladies on stage... 

Poppy England: *arches her back, pressing up her ripe breasts.....starting to ripple her 

body.......  

Kelleen: my finger sldiing up and down the pole watching Poppy teas with the zipper 

looking at the room who wants to see more smiles 

Al_dente_: smiles... as the women on stage begin to enjoy themselves..... 

Poppy England: hmm yes, who wants to see more? *pats her stocking top......  

Kelleen: turning around my tushy to the room skirt ridign up swaying my hips 

shyla_24: *grins looking around at all the boys fixated on the stage* 

TimeTraveller_1: kicks back and enjoys the show  

Al_dente_: loves the upper thighs as Keleens dress rises 

CreativeEd: walks up to the stage, slips £50 notes into Poppy's suspenders...  

Kelleen: the lae top of my stockings the garter down my thighs 

Al_dente_: hi BG 

Poppy England: *pats her stocking top.....  

Poppy England: *grins to Ed and pulls down the zip a little....showing off the golden 

curves of the tops of her breasts in the tight dress.....  

whocares2014: poppy did u forget my $50? 

Kelleen: reaching back my fingers lowering the zipper of my tight skirt slowly pulling it 

down 

Poppy England: *slides down the pole...splaying her legs in the black mini dress showing 

off the flesh above her stocking tops......  

Poppy England: it needs to go in my stocking top whocares  

Poppy England: *dress rides up as she slides down.....clearly showing the top of her 

stockings.....  

Kelleen: my skirt dropping as i turn walking to the edge of the stage in lace thong and 

stockings looking down at the guys tapping my thigh 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice view Kelleen..... 

Kelleen: smile thank you al 

TimeTraveller_1: steps over to poppym reaches around, and slips my AMEX into her 

stocking top  

whocares2014: nice thong kelleen 

Poppy England: *her heels in the black patent boots rise up to meet her backside as she 

slides right down.......  

Kelleen: makes a pouty face at my empty stocking tops walking strutting the stage edge  

whocares2014: cmere closer Kelleen. here's a stack of $100 

Poppy England: *throwing back her head she undoes the dress some more.....showing off 

her full golden breasts in a bra that barely covers her nipples.....  

CreativeEd: mmmmmmm poppy 

Kelleen: walking over hand on hips struting to who kneels rocking back opening closng 

my legs 

Poppy England: *rises up.....pulling the zip down to uncover her flat gold midriff......  

Al_dente_: heh Keleen... don't ask a man to stand up when you are slowly undressing..... 

Kelleen: leaning back streaching a leg out resting the calve on who's shoulder finger 



pulling the stocking top 

Poppy England: *straightens up completely, taking a step away from the pole and turns 

her back to the guys........  

Kelleen: winks to shyla, i have not started with you yet dear 

Poppy England: *swings her hips and completely undoes the zip.....  

Kelleen: stadning back up swaying my hips to the beat pulling the shear blouse over my 

small chest 

Poppy England: *lets the dress slip to the floor revealing her narrow golden back and 

rounded hips....lacy boyshorts emphasise the curves of her hips as her dress slithers over 

them.....  

CreativeEd: takes a glass of champers to Poppy.... handing it across... gently kissing her 

cheek while while she is bending over to fetch her drink.... 

Kelleen: struting over to Poppy running my finger tips up and down her back purring  

Kelleen: my heels and stocking shimer in the lite  

Poppy England: *clasps her hands above her head, tossing back her head, hair snaking 

down her back and starts to ripple her body as Kelleen runs her fingers up her spine.....  

Poppy England: *hips thrusting, light catching the golden highlights in her hair as her 

body moves in waves of muscle under skin........  

Poppy England: *winks to Kelleen*....now who wants to see more??  

CreativeEd: need you ask? 

Poppy England: *pats her stocking top*  

Poppy England: *reaches her hands behind her back and takes hold of her bra clasp.....  

CreativeEd: wb who 

Kelleen: moving to Poppy's side gripping the same pool my hips arching out lowering my 

head hairn drapped around my  fae blouse haing slightly open 

whocares2014: everyone is over Heating 

whocares2014: I was wondering what happened 

CreativeEd: indeed, my head steaming...  

Poppy England: *swings her hips from side to side as she starts to undo the clasp on her 

bra.....  

Poppy England: *glances down at her stocking top, which is disappointingly empty  

Kelleen: watching Poppy from the corner of my eye, as my finger undo each botton of my 

blosue slow 

Kelleen: winks at shyla as i do 

whocares2014: I'm waiting to see Kelleen drop her bra. there's where all my $100's are going 

CreativeEd: walks up to Poppy.. and slips another large note into her right and left 

stockings... 

Al_dente_: watches kelleen's fingers fumble with the buttons 

Kelleen: the top open now standing up holding it close tight over my chest  

shyla_24: bites my lip and drags my nail down from my lips to the top of my breasts 

leaving a single red line winking back at kelleen 

whocares2014: hmm very nice shyla 

Kelleen: arching a leg out it, who wants to see my lil girls smiles 



Poppy England: *unclasps the bra and holds it in place over her breasts......turns and 

struts towards the edge of of the stage holding the bra in place.....  

whocares2014: I would enjoy seeing them smile 

Al_dente_: smiles at Kelleen... 

Poppy England: *leans her head forward, her tawny hair tumbling over her breasts and 

the loosened bra.....  

Kelleen: rubbing the shear top over my nipples looking out at the room 

Kelleen: opening the blouse letting it fall off me to the stage in just stockings thong and 

heels now  

Kelleen: runs a finger over my nipple making a "ouchy face" looking at shyla winks 

CreativeEd: insatiable.....mmmmmm Poppy 

Poppy England: *lets the black bra drop.....and tosses back her head showing off her ripe 

golden breasts......reaches hands to the back of her neck.....  

Poppy England: *closes her eyes and opens her lips.....licking them to give them a good 

sheen.......slowly starting to ripple her body to the slow erotic rhythm of the song......  

CreativeEd: Poppy.. your body is the one i am lit for..... 

Poppy England: *moves gently to the music....her nipples starting to harden in the cooler 

air of the room.....  

Kelleen: arching my hips streaching back my chest upper body exposed 

Al_dente_: hmmm watches Kelleen arching backwards 

CreativeEd: tender, delicate, insatiate dance of ur nipples in my .......mmmmmm 

Kelleen: hands up and down my body 

Poppy England: *drifts over slowly towards Ed and bends her knees, splaying her 

thighs....moving down......and kneels in front of him.......  

Al_dente_: follows the hands 

CreativeEd: your touch on me.... gentle, curious... searching me out.... 

Poppy England: *moves slowly from side to side....holding her body close so he can smell 

her perfume and the heat of the room.....  

Poppy England: *reaches back with her hands...leaning on them....arching her back and 

thrusting her hips upwards.......  

CreativeEd: your strong scent... ur slender fingers touching my face....  

Poppy England: *sits on her heels and grins at Ed....  

CreativeEd: your body will haunt me all night  

Al_dente_: Hi dg huggs 

Poppy England: *rises from her knees....shimmying her shoulders....she moves quickly 

across the stage and slips into an LAB robe.....  

CreativeEd: i am burning Poppy.............   

Poppy England: *holding the robe around her she smiles and bows.....  

Al_dente_: slies and applauds poppy..... 

CreativeEd: bravo.............. 

Poppy England: *picks up her clothes and moves off the stage....  

Al_dente_: smiles 

Poppy England: *waves and disappears into the changing room to get dressed....  



Poppy England 

Poppy England: *leans back against the hard shiny counter of the bar and fiddles with 

the silver zip of her dress....  

Kelleen: standing walking over to Poppy swaying my hips to the beat of the music running my hand 

up her arm 

Kelleen: bouncing my hip up and down 

Poppy England: *grins at Kelleen and looks towards the stage, raising a brow....  

Al_dente_: watches the curves of both women.... 

Kelleen: leans to her ear whisper "yes" 

Al_dente_: settles into a recliner with a tall glass of cold water 

Poppy England: *slips off her seat and starts to move towards the stage......swinging her 

hips.....leading Kelleen up the steps to the poles.....  

Kelleen: taking Poppy's hand walking  

Kelleen: my skirt riding up heels clicking on the stage  

Poppy England: *leads Kelleen to a pole and then resting her back against the pole 

beside it....  

shyla_24: *silently looks at kelleens shoes thinking i would break my face in them* 

Kelleen: reaching up grasping the pole swaying my hips side to side  

Poppy England: *reaches up with one arm.....clasping the hard pole with her hand.....the 

other hand moving to her zip......  

TimeTraveller_1: watching poppy  

CreativeEd: busy looking at these two ladies on stage... 

Poppy England: *arches her back, pressing up her ripe breasts.....starting to ripple her 

body.......  

Kelleen: my finger sldiing up and down the pole watching Poppy teas with the zipper 

looking at the room who wants to see more smiles 

Al_dente_: smiles... as the women on stage begin to enjoy themselves..... 

Poppy England: hmm yes, who wants to see more? *pats her stocking top......  

whocares2014: $50 

Kelleen: turning around my tushy to the room skirt ridign up swaying my hips 

shyla_24: *grins looking around at all the boys fixated on the stage* 

TimeTraveller_1: kicks back and enjoys the show  

Al_dente_: loves the upper thighs as Keleens dress rises 

CreativeEd: walks up to the stage, slips £50 notes into Poppy's suspenders...  

Kelleen: the lae top of my stockings the garter down my thighs 

Al_dente_: hi BG 

Poppy England: *pats her stocking top.....  

Poppy England: *grins to Ed and pulls down the zip a little....showing off the golden 

curves of the tops of her breasts in the tight dress.....  

whocares2014: poppy did u forget my $50? 

Kelleen: reaching back my fingers lowering the zipper of my tight skirt slowly pulling it 

down 

Poppy England: *slides down the pole...splaying her legs in the black mini dress showing 



off the flesh above her stocking tops......  

Poppy England: it needs to go in my stocking top whocares  

Poppy England: *dress rides up as she slides down.....clearly showing the top of her 

stockings.....  

whocares2014: actually I slid it between those breasts 

Poppy England: didnt see that *removes note and puts it in stocking top*  

Kelleen: my skirt dropping as i turn walking to the edge of the stage in lace thong and 

stockings looking down at the guys tapping my thigh 

Al_dente_: hmmm nice view Kelleen..... 

Kelleen: smile thank you al 

TimeTraveller_1: steps over to poppym reaches around, and slips my AMEX into her 

stocking top  

whocares2014: nice thong kelkeen 

whocares2014: Kelleen 

Poppy England: *her heels in the black patent boots rise up to meet her backside as she 

slides right down.......  

Kelleen: makes a pouty face at my empty stocking tops walking strutting the stage edge  

whocares2014: cmere closer Kelleen. here's a stack of $100 

Poppy England: *throwing back her head she undoes the dress some more.....showing off 

her full golden breasts in a bra that barely covers her nipples.....  

CreativeEd: mmmmmmm poppy 

Kelleen: walking over hand on hips struting to who kneels rocking back opening closng 

my legs 

Poppy England: *rises up.....pulling the zip down to uncover her flat gold midriff......  

Al_dente_: heh Keleen... don't ask a man to stand up when you are slowly undressing..... 

Kelleen: leaning back streaching a leg out resting the calve on who's shoulder finger 

pulling the stocking top 

shyla_24: oh i am good, i am thinking those two won't have to work again after tonight 

*winks* 

Poppy England: *straightens up completely, taking a step away from the pole and turns 

her back to the guys........  

Kelleen: winks to shyla, i have not started with you yet dear 

whocares2014: mind if I slowly remove that thong?Al_dente_: Oh, I'm sure they will shyla.. 

they are too sexy .. - can't help themselves 

Kelleen: cover my thong waving a finger no at who 

shyla_24: winks to kelleen smiling 

Poppy England: *swings her hips and completely undoes the zip.....  

Kelleen: stadning back up swaying my hips to the beat pulling the shear blouse over my 

small chest 

Poppy England: *lets the dress slip to the floor revealing her narrow golden back and 

rounded hips....lacy boyshorts emphasise the curves of her hips as her dress slithers over 

them.....  

CreativeEd: takes a glass of champers to Poppy.... handing it across... gently kissing her 

cheek while while she is bending over to fetch her drink.... 



Kelleen: struting over to Poppy running my finger tips up and down her back purring  

Kelleen: my heels and stocking shimer in the lite  

Poppy England: *clasps her hands above her head, tossing back her head, hair snaking 

down her back and starts to ripple her body as Kelleen runs her fingers up her spine.....  

Poppy England: *hips thrusting, light catching the golden highlights in her hair as her 

body moves in waves of muscle under skin........  

Poppy England: *winks to Kelleen*....now who wants to see more??  

CreativeEd: need you ask? 

Poppy England: *pats her stocking top*  

Poppy England: *reaches her hands behind her back and takes hold of her bra clasp.....  

CreativeEd: wb who 

Kelleen: moving to Poppy's side gripping the same pool my hips arching out lowering my 

head hairn drapped around my  fae blouse haing slightly open 

whocares2014: everyone is over Heating 

whocares2014: I was wondering what happened 

CreativeEd: indeed, my head steaming...  

Poppy England: *swings her hips from side to side as she starts to undo the clasp on her 

bra.....  

Poppy England: *glances down at her stocking top, which is disappointingly empty  

Kelleen: watching Poppy from the corner of my eye, as my finger undo each botton of my 

blosue slow 

Kelleen: winks at shyla as i do 

whocares2014: I'm waiting to see Kelleen drop her bra. there's where all my $100's are going 

CreativeEd: walks up to Poppy.. and slips another large note into her right and left 

stockings... 

Al_dente_: watches kelleen's fingers fumble with the buttons 

Kelleen: the top open now stadnign up holding it close tight over my chest  

shyla_24: bites my lip and drags my nail down from my lips to the top of my breasts 

leaving a single red line winking back at kelleen 

whocares2014: hmm very nice shyla 

Kelleen: arching a leg out it, who wants to see my lil girls smiles 

Poppy England: *unclasps the bra and holds it in place over her breasts......turns and 

struts towards the edge of of the stage holding the bra in place.....  

whocares2014: of I would enjoy seeing them smile 

Al_dente_: smiles at Kelleen... 

Poppy England: *leans her head forward, her tawny hair tumbling over her breasts and 

the loosened bra.....  

Kelleen: rubbing the shear top over my nipples looking out at the room 

Kelleen: opening the blouse letting it fall off me to the stage in just stockings thong and 

heels now  

Kelleen: runs a finger over my nipple making a "ouchy face" looking at shyla winks 

CreativeEd: insatiable.....mmmmmm Poppy 

Poppy England: *lets the black bra drop.....and tosses back her head showing off her ripe 



golden breasts......reaches hands to the back of her neck.....  

Poppy England: *closes her eyes and opens her lips.....licking them to give them a good 

sheen.......slowly starting to ripple her body to the slow erotic rhythm of the song......  

whocares2014: sexy ladies in here 

CreativeEd: Poppy.. your body is the one i am lit for..... 

Poppy England: *moves gently to the music....her nipples starting to harden in the cooler 

air of the room.....  

Kelleen: arching my hips streaching back my chest upper body exposed 

Al_dente_: hmmm watches Kelleen arching backwards 

CreativeEd: tender, delicate, insatiate dance of ur nipples in my .......mmmmmm 

Kelleen: hands up and down my body 

Poppy England: *drifts over slowly towards Ed and bends her knees, splaying her 

thighs....moving down......and kneels in front of him.......  

Al_dente_: follows the hands 

CreativeEd: your touch on me.... gentle, curious... searching me out.... 

Poppy England: *moves slowly from side to side....holding her body close so he can smell 

her perfume and the heat of the room.....  

Poppy England: *reaches back with her hands...leaning on them....arching her back and 

thrusting her hips upwards.......  

CreativeEd: your strong scent... ur slender fingers touching my face....  

Poppy England: *sits on her heels and grins at Ed....  

CreativeEd: your body will haunt me all night  

 

Poppy England: *rises from her knees....shimmying her shoulders....she moves quickly 

across the stage and slips into an LAB robe.....  

CreativeEd: i am burning Poppy.............   

Poppy England: *holding the robe around her she smiles and bows.....  

Al_dente_: applauds poppy..... 

CreativeEd: bravo.............. 

Poppy England: *picks up her clothes and moves off the stage....  

Poppy England: *waves and disappears into the changing room to get dressed.... 

 

Poppy and Harold  

Poppy England: *giggles and clasps her hands above her head and starts to ripples her 

body with the music...  

Harold_Rarius: whistles at poppy as she moves in ripples 

D r a z:   watches the rippling poppy  

Poppy England: *closes her eyes and sways gently listening to the change in tempo....  

Poppy England: *opens her eyes and smiles at Jake* hi Jake, didnt see you come in  

Harold_Rarius: walks over to poppy... smiles... you dance well.. 

Poppy England: thank you Harold, I like dancing  



dirtyrpgirl: sways to the tune........feelin a little...well..moist 

Harold_Rarius: smiles would love to dance with you poppy... if I may 

dirtyrpgirl: sways to the tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee......rocking on my knee's on the 

barstool 

dirtyrpgirl: you know i cant control myslef with this song!!!!....lol 

Poppy England: okay Harold  

FoolishHeart26: giggles 

Harold_Rarius: extends my hands for Poppy's .. smiles at her 

Poppy England: *uncrosses her legs and moves off the stool, places her hand in Harold's  

Harold_Rarius: twirls her very delicately as we walk towards the dance floor... gently moving with 

the tune 

FoolishHeart26: smiles watching Harold and Poppy....  

Poppy England: *smiles as her hair whips across her shoulders as she twirls...  

Harold_Rarius: slips my hands slowly along her waist... looks into her eyes ... as I move with the 

music ... 

Poppy England: *smiles up to Harold, tilting her head back, her hips swaying gently  

FoolishHeart26: ok Draz... hb 

Harold_Rarius: moves across the floor... feeling moving slowly .. swaying with poppy... watching 

her beautiful smile.. enjoying every minute... as I slowly move with the music handing holding her 

tenderly 

Harold_Rarius: twirls her again and again and then back in my arms... moves sideways .. 

dirtyrpgirl: watching poppy and harold dance...mmmmmmmmmmmmmm very lovely 

Poppy England: *moves backwards as Harold guides her across the floor with delicate 

steps in her black high heels.....smiles as he twirls her out and back again....  

FoolishHeart26: smilesss... watching the two sweet dancers on the dance floor 

Harold_Rarius: eyes glance over her pretty face.... gliding eyes over her lips then down along her 

curves as she sways so beautifully... pressing her close and moves in rhythm... side to side... slowly 

swaying 

Poppy England: *curves and softens her body to fit Harold's, swaying with him, listening 

to the rhythem of the music....  

my face as we sway to the music... feet moving from side to side .. and front and back 

Harold_Rarius: smiles looking into her eyes as we dance 

Poppy England: *looks up at Harold and then lowers her eyes, watching her feet as they 

move with the music....  

Poppy England: *smiles at the song then peeks up again through her gold flecked hair....  

Harold_Rarius: slides my hands to the middle of her back.. as I sway and dip her down arching her 

perfectly.. then lifting her back.. eyes locked at her .. smiling 

FoolishHeart26: admires Harold and Poppy's sweet dancing..  

Poppy England: *laughs in delight as Harold dips her perfectly.....straightens and looks 

up to meet his eyes....  

Harold_Rarius: twirls her in and and out and then does a dip again... 

Poppy England: *arches as Harold dips her and brushes the tips of her hair along the 

floor....  



Harold_Rarius: takes a deep breath as I pull her back... inhaling the sweet intoxication she 

spreads... smiles looking into those gorgeous eyes 

Harold_Rarius: bends into her and whispers.. lips barely car swing her ears as I whisper 

Poppy England: *straightens and starts to sway her hips in a gentle cha cha rhythm.....  

D r a z: watches those hips cha cha cha to the beat   

Poppy England: *twirls under Harold's arm....her loose arm wrapping loosely across her 

golden belly...  

Gabriela92: uh huh.... not sure how many bucket-loader scoops it takes to fill nine yards, 

though. 

Poppy England: *twirls back into Harolds arms, smiling up at him...  

Gabriela92: probably about 6, I'm guessing. 

Harold_Rarius: smiles and moves with the music... gliding her from side to side... then twirling in 

and out... you dance as sweet as the music poppy... smiles looking into her eyes 

Poppy England: *smiles* thank you Harold, it's a great choice of music  

dirtyrpgirl: i bet cha do biggjohn....giggles 

Harold_Rarius: holds her close in my arms... smiles into her eyes... it sure is lovely music choice 

BiggJohn2: I tried to dance with Gabi but I can't grab and that tush 

Poppy England: *takes Harold's hand and walks back to her bar stool  

Harold_Rarius: smiles holding her along her waist as I guide her on the bar stool... 

Poppy England: *slips back up onto the stool and crosses her legs*  

Poppy England: thank you so much Harold, I enjoyed that  

Harold_Rarius: smiles at her... that was such a delight poppy... loved the way you dance ... more 

vodka and tonic? 

dirtyrpgirl: applauds the two sexy dancers!!!!...that was very sensual and wonderful 

Poppy England: yes please, that would be lovely Harold  

D r a z:     well done you two  

dirtyrpgirl: lol yeps heart and draz!!! all meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

FoolishHeart26: smiless and clappssss for Poppy and Harold....  

Harold_Rarius: thanks Draz... thanks heart... 

Poppy England: *smiles and nods* thank you everyone 

 

Kelli- 

kelli-: sits back in my chair .. foot tapping the air to the tune 

kelli-: letting the robe split over my thigh as I cross my legs and nod to the beat  

kelli-: plays a little air drums 

tigerzjill: smiles watching kelli from across the room  

tigerzjill: my long sleep tee riding up my leg as i sit down  

Al_dente_: kelli's thigh appearing from between the robe.. and jill's tee riding teasingly 

high 

kelli-: licks my lips.. my eyes moving from Al to red, to Al, to Red 

red-leprachaun: smiles  

Al_dente_: smiling.. enjoying the view of the two of you 



kelli-: uncrossing my legs ..  

kelli-: robe gaps around my thighs 

Al_dente_: flashs a nice view 

red-leprachaun: my eyes follow the lines  

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: moves up onto the bar 

kelli-: does a slow strutt  

red-leprachaun: follows kelli  

Al_dente_: watches the robe sway s Keli moves 

kelli-: letting the robe move with me 

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: lets apart 

kelli-: hands slowly rise over my head  

Al_dente_: ,keeps an eye on Jill in that sleep T.. ya never know when she might move 

those legs 

red-leprachaun: looks up her legs smiling  

red-leprachaun: grins at al  

kelli-: robe sways as my hips swirl under the robe 

kelli-: left heel pounding the beat on the bar 

kelli-: pulls the top of the robe back off my bare shoulders  

kelli-: spins flaring the robe 

Al_dente_: hmmm 

kelli-: looks back at you over my bare shoulder 

kelli-: winks and licks my lips 

tigerzjill: uncrosses my legs flashing my lil boy shorts  

Al_dente_: saw that   

kelli-: hips swaying .. robe moving  

red-leprachaun: moves my head from jill to kelli  

kelli-: leaning forward .. as the robe moves high up the back of my thighs 

red-leprachaun: gsps a little  

Al_dente_: nice thighs.. 

kelli-: ass begins to move to the new tune 

kelli-: spins flaring the robe high 

kelli-: nothing but legs  

Al_dente_: whoah... smiles 

red-leprachaun: looks up smiling  

kelli-: keeps my back to you as I pull the belt  

kelli-: spins it in the air to the beat  

kelli-: pulls the robe back off my shoulders as my ass wiggles to the tune 

Al_dente_: looks for a reflectin in a mirror.... 

kelli-: no visible clothing as of yet 

red-leprachaun: damn kelli, mmmmmm  

Al_dente_: who needs clothing?? 



kelli-: keeps the robe closed so Al can't cheat LOL 

kelli-: waits for the new tune 

Al_dente_: too late....  i saw... 

red-leprachaun: grins  

kelli-: looks over my shoulder  

kelli-: provacatively twirls the belt 

kelli-: does a strutt around the bar  

Al_dente_: Checks Jill.. admires the boyshorts 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: facing you 

red-leprachaun: smiles enjoyiing the company of two lsexy ladies  

Al_dente_: looks into Kelli's eyes.. smiles 

kelli-: smiles back at the boys as my body sways to the rhythm 

kelli-: drops my arms and hands 

kelli-: the robe falls to the floor  

kelli-: http://www.bodykandi.com/dancewear-bandeau-booty-short-em2186blk.html 

Al_dente_: gulps.... 

Al_dente_: smiles 

kelli-: works my body to the beat 

Al_dente_: nice outfit there 

red-leprachaun: omg  

red-leprachaun: swallows  

kelli-: hands slowly move down my body  

kelli-: hands on hips as the music changes 

Al_dente_: imagines the hands are mine 

kelli-: hips move left left right right 

kelli-: hands fly up high as my body works the beat 

red-leprachaun: smiles taking the outfit in mmmmmmm  

kelli-: watching the boys watch me 

red-leprachaun: damn kelli, my plumbing is kicking in  

kelli-: slowly turning 

Al_dente_: andstandiing in approval of the sight before me 

kelli-: to profile 

kelli-: bends knees  

kelli-: dips in a slinky S move 

Al_dente_: hands Red Draz's stetson 

red-leprachaun: traces her curves with my eyes  

red-leprachaun: puts on the cowboy hat  

kelli-: giggles ..knowing where Al was going 

Al_dente_: lol 

kelli-: stands in profile.. swaying 

kelli-: one hand on my hip 

kelli-: the other slowly moving over my head 

kelli-: hips rotate to the beat 



red-leprachaun: damn i love you in that outfit kelli mmmm  

Al_dente_: watches the thin materil form itself to Kelli as she moves 

kelli-: slowly moves .. turning my back  

red-leprachaun: well not only in it to be honest wink  

kelli-: the low cut waist and high cut bottoms showing off my nearly bare ass 

kelli-: arching my back  

kelli-: slowly leaning forward 

kelli-: stretching the material as well as the back of my thighs 

red-leprachaun: a mighty fine ass mmm  

kelli-: feel apart  

Al_dente_: gorgeaous legs 

kelli-: hands appear on the insides of my thighs  

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

kelli-: slowly rising 

red-leprachaun: looks from under the shadow of the stetson to kelli, eyes glued  

kelli-: soft and smooth skin on the insides of my upper thighs 

Al_dente_: and sensitive too I bet 

kelli-: reaching the junction of my legs and body  

Al_dente_: must be a song about a cafe at the junction 

kelli-: tracing the leg band with one hand, cupping my body with the other 

red-leprachaun: mmm  

hardenit: damn babe 

kelli-: indenting the material between my legs  

  Al_dente_: takes a sip of my water... 

tigerzjill: smiles as i move closer to the bar  

kelli-: arching my back high .. leaning forward 

red-leprachaun: omg mmmm eyes glued  

kelli-: finger slowly moves through the crease 

Al_dente_: watches Jill move.... nice. 

red-leprachaun: adjusts my jeans  

Al_dente_: hmmm kelli 

kelli-: flexing my ass to the beat 

kelli-: slowly turns toward you 

red-leprachaun: watches jill enjoying kelli  

Al_dente_: notes the look of delight on Jills face with her close up view 

Al_dente_: takes in kelli's curvy body 

kelli-: moves in a slow sexy slinky move that moves my hips left right left right 

kelli-: toes on the edge of the bar ... legs apart  

Al_dente_: my eyes drawn the the crease in the thin material 

red-leprachaun: looks straight up  

kelli-: hands ever sooo slowly move over my body 

kelli-: looks straight down  

red-leprachaun: mentally drawing lines over the crease  

kelli-: eyes move from Al to red  



Al_dente_: smiles at kelli.. Knows I was caught looking... 

kelli-: right hand moves down the center line 

kelli-: left hand to my left hip 

Al_dente_: shifts in my seat 

red-leprachaun: licks my lips  

kelli-: middle finger lightly tracing the camel toe  

kelli-: indenting the material further 

kelli-: soft mmmmmmmmmmm 

red-leprachaun: swallows  

kelli-: tracing it back up  

kelli-: eyes close  

Al_dente_: licks my finger 

kelli-: mmmmmmm a little louder 

red-leprachaun: winks licking my lips  

kelli-: hips begin the shift left and right to the beat 

kelli-: finger tips of both hands trace the upper band hugging my hips almost to my waist 

Al_dente_: waits............. 

red-leprachaun: mmmmmmm loves the view  

kelli-: finger tips pull the bands and trace them around my hips tugging them almost to 

the bottom band 

red-leprachaun: swallows  

kelli-: move to the center line of my body 

Al_dente_: watches more of kelli's abdomen come into view 

kelli-: left hand on my tummie .. low .. fingers spread 

kelli-: right hand moving up the bare skin  

red-leprachaun: adjust my siting  

red-leprachaun: eyes glued to her finger tops  

kelli-: left hand moves to cup my mound as the right hand cups my right breast  

Al_dente_: sighs..... 

red-leprachaun: moans soflty  

Al_dente_: must feel nice 

kelli-: my hard nipples showing plainly through the thin black material  

Al_dente_: hmm noticed that! 

red-leprachaun: its shows more mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm  

kelli-: fingers flick the hard points .. right .. then left 

kelli-: left hand .. middle fingers tracing the camel toe  

kelli-: hips roll forward  

kelli-: soft moan  

kelli-: mmmmmmmmmmm 

Al_dente_: <wonders if she needs some help with that!!  lol 

red-leprachaun: smiles so do i al  

kelli-: opens one eye .. finding Al .. reading his thoughts  

kelli-: smiles  

Al_dente_: adjust as i shift in my seat 



kelli-: kneels at the edge of the bar 

Al_dente_: swallows.. and looks 

kelli-: leans forward as my hand moves behind me 

red-leprachaun: eyes glued  

kelli-: tugs the tie on the bandeau  

kelli-: the ties fall to my sides 

red-leprachaun: watches closely  

Al_dente_: hmm hmmm 

kelli-: kneels .. straightening up 

kelli-: knees apart 

kelli-: hand move up my body 

red-leprachaun: the thin black shows all  

kelli-: cups my boobs with both hands under the bandeau 

kelli-: leans back .. thrusthing my hips to the beat 

kelli-: harder 

red-leprachaun: watches  

red-leprachaun: smiling  

red-leprachaun: swallowing  

kelli-: lets the bandeau settle over my boobs  

kelli-: as my hand slowly move down  

kelli-: over my hips 

Al_dente_: follows the hand 

kelli-: to my thighs  

kelli-: straightens up onto my knees 

red-leprachaun: sighs  

kelli-: leans forward .. motioning you both closer  

Al_dente_: beautiful sight 

red-leprachaun: leaning forward  

kelli-: closer 

kelli-: whispers to both of you 

Al_dente_: shift my bar stool a bit closer 

kelli-: would you both like to help me the rest of the way out of this, upstairs? 

red-leprachaun: smiles, love to kelli  

kelli-: smiles.. looks to Al 

Al_dente_: You know I'd love to help you.. but red will be good on his own I'm sure 

kelli-: awww 

red-leprachaun: come on al, pls join in  

red-leprachaun: she wants you man  

kelli-: cum with me 

Al_dente_: calls the lift 

red-leprachaun: follows al and kelli  

kelli-: climbs down off the bar 

red-leprachaun: helps kelli off the bar  

Al_dente_: the door opens and I hold it open 



kelli-: moves inside  

red-leprachaun: ty al  

kelli-: press P  

kelli-: penthouse 

Al_dente_: I step inside with kelli and red... 

Al_dente_: pres p.. penthouse.. Kelli's room! 

kelli-: mmm hmmm 

red-leprachaun: lets make her feel good al  

kelli-: smiles up at both of you  

kelli-: feels the elevator stop  

red-leprachaun: opens the door  

Al_dente_: holds it open for Kelli 

Al_dente_: and red 

 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar ... rocks my ass to the beat 

kelli-: hands high over my head 

cptfire35: best ass in LAB 

kelli-: hips and ass move in circles as I slowly turn  

kelli-: workin it to the beat 

kelli-: the VS tank top moving with me 

kelli-: the bottoms slung low on my hips 

kelli-: slips to my knees at the edge of the bar infront of vazz 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: here comes rescue for you vazz 

vazziy: * leans forward..smiles*  

kelli-: shimmies my shoulders to the new beat 

kelli-: things wiggle and jiggle under the lose fitting tank top 

vazziy: watches intently as Kelli shimmies 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: leans back  

D r a z: watches as  kelli dances and  whocares leaves  

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat 

kelli-: who cares Draz LMAO 

vazziy: sits up to get a better view  

kelli-: lets the tank ride up my body 

vazziy: wonders how far it is going to ride 

kelli-: flips over onto my tummie on the bar 

kelli-: nothing but hands and toes touching the solid wood under me 

kelli-: tank rides up under my boobs 

kelli-: and up my back  

kelli-: pushing up to my feet  

vazziy: watches as kelli stands 

kelli-: tank falls where it belongs 



kelli-: picks up the bluesy beat 

cptfire35: cute little tank off of a cute little girl 

kelli-: prancing down the bar 

kelli-: onto the stage 

D r a z: seesthe strutt 

kelli-: wiggles my butt as I strutt  

D r a z: waves bye to trisha and mike  

kelli-: grabs onto the pole 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: feet apart 

kelli-: hold on with my hands and spins on the lower part of the pole 

kelli-: legs wrap  

kelli-: moves up higher 

cptfire35: very athletic 

kelli-: body hugs the pole 

cptfire35: yoga works 

kelli-: waits for it 

vazziy: watches in anticupation 

kelli-: moves back and forth  

kelli-: spins .. arms wraping  

kelli-: legs fly out 

kelli-: these bottoms are too slick .. slides down the pole 

cptfire35: sweat pouring off 

kelli-: dancing around the pole 

kelli-: what to do.. what to do 

cptfire35: pants need to come off 

kelli-: https://www.victoriassecret.com/clothing/all-tops-c/racerback-tank-anytime-

tees?cm_sp=&ProductID=245150&CatalogueType=OLS 

kelli-: holds the pole with my hands  

kelli-: working my body  

kelli-: dances out from behind it 

vazziy: very nice 

kelli-: fingers slip under the waist band 

kelli-: slowly turns my back  

cptfire35: yippee 

kelli-: shimmies the band down my hips 

kelli-: lets the bottoms fall to the stage 

cptfire35: i love gravity 

kelli-: steps out as I dance back to the pole 

vazziy: newton had it right 

kelli-: fig? 

kelli-: giggles 

cptfire35: him too 

cptfire35: figleaf 



kelli-: the tiny black thong works better with the pole  

vazziy: something like that 

kelli-: jumps up and spins 

kelli-: legs wrap 

vazziy: yeah it does 

cptfire35: what a leap 

kelli-: "hides behind it" as the music changes 

kelli-: holds with my legs 

kelli-: hand slip waayyy up the pole 

kelli-: stretching me out 

cptfire35: again yoga position 

kelli-: hips move left left right right then hump the pole to the beat 

D r a z: watching as  keli stretches    

kelli-: rocks back and forth  

kelli-: lets go with my hands  

kelli-: spins .. with my legs wrapped 

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: hair flys 

vazziy: amazing..  

kelli-: bends my knees .. catching the pole with my arms  

cptfire35: with the most perky little breasts 

kelli-: legs flys out 

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: pulls in my legs and wraps the pole 

kelli-: leans over backward .. hand on the floor 

kelli-: hand stand .. ass on the pole..  

kelli-: tank hangs down  

kelli-: falls to the floor 

kelli-: legs wrap  

bigbadwoof2008: you are a sexy flexible young lady kelli 

kelli-: pulls myself up with my legs.. tank laying on the floor 

vazziy: that is a strong move.. dayam 

kelli-: jumps to the stage and dancing 

cptfire35: limber and nimble 

kelli-: picks up the new strong beat 

kelli-: hands move slowly up my nude upper body 

bigbadwoof2008: love the tight nude upper bod 

kelli-: finds the pole behind me.. hands on the pole up over my head .. stretching out 

kelli-: hips thrust to the beat 

kelli-: left right left right 

kelli-: tight tiny thong dips low in the front 

cptfire35: yum 

kelli-: hips thrust  

vazziy: mezmorize by the movement of Kellis hips 



kelli-: grinds my ass on the pole 

kelli-: arms work around the pole over my head 

kelli-: pulls up my legs to an L shape .. back against the pole 

bigbadwoof2008: you're very good with the pole kelli, thought it might be too big for you 

to handle with such ease 

kelli-: never met a pole I can't handle 

bigbadwoof2008: lmao 

cptfire35: amen 

bigbadwoof2008: my pole feels lonely 

kelli-: legs move back on either side of the pole ... swing forward .. then back .. then 

thrust forward and up over my head .. wrapping the pole above me 

kelli-: hangs upside down  

bigbadwoof2008: oh my 

kelli-: as the song ends 

cptfire35: never wanted to be a brass pole so badly 

bigbadwoof2008: brava girl  ....   nice performance 

cptfire35: bravo kelli..ty 

vazziy: nice dance Kelli 

kelli-: works my body against the pole 

kelli-: ass flexing to the beat 

bigbadwoof2008: you worked up a sexy sweat 

kelli-: legs let go .. swings around the pole .. arms holding as I spin 

kelli-: stops on my feet  

bigbadwoof2008: a spinner eh 

cptfire35: look the way she can flex those ass muscles..great conditioning 

kelli-: sexy little dance against the pole 

kelli-: grabs my tank and pulls it on as I dance back to the bar 

Alert: tahirtasdelen reddotted by: D r a z 

bigbadwoof2008: very  entertaining 

cptfire35: a robe for our sexy little dancer 

kelli-: a little prance  

kelli-: moves to the edge 

cptfire35: and a cold soda 

bigbadwoof2008: thanks for the show kelli 

kelli-: works my hips and ass to the tune 

kelli-: ties up the tank under my boobs 

cptfire35: like the energizer bunny 

kelli-: slowly turns .. hips swivel .. hands over my head 

kelli-: leand forward .. back to you 

D r a z: smies watching kelli  on the bar......  

kelli-: ass flexing to the beat  

kelli-: hands slowly move up my inner thighs 

cptfire35: omg 

kelli-: slowly turn as my hands reach the thong 



kelli-: drops to my knees at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: hand between my legs 

bigbadwoof2008: things are getting interesting now 

vazziy: oh yeah 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: leans farther back  

kelli-: head touches the bar behind me 

kelli-: hips thrust  

kelli-: 1 

kelli-: 2 

cptfire35: just when i was calming down 

kelli-: 3 

kelli-: 4 

kelli-: 1 

kelli-: 2 

kelli-: 3 

kelli-: 4 

kelli-: collapse onto the bar 

bigbadwoof2008: with the end of the song 

D r a z: bravo kelli ,,,,,,,,,,great dancing ,,,,,,,,, 

kelli-: back up to my knees.. hope you guys enjoyed my dance 

D r a z:  holds out a LAB robe  

cptfire35: amazing 

bigbadwoof2008: i did indeed 

kelli-: slips my arms into the robe 

bigbadwoof2008: good night kelli 

D r a z:  ties the belt round kelli in the robe  

kelli-: leans back as Draz ties the robe around me 

kelli-: looks up and smiles 

cptfire35: ty kelli..im also done..wow 

kelli-: thanx Draz.. great songs 

kelli-: kissss 

D r a z: hugs  tried to  follow  you 

kelli-: you did a great job 

kelli-: as usual 

vazziy: Excellent show Kelli 

 

kelli-: how about a short dance for Ed, Draz? 

D r a z: ok   

Heart1226: lol...ty Ed.... see you again 

kelli-: like 4 or 5 songs 

kelli-: I slipped on something just for him and Jake LOL 

Kelleen: smiles doing S wiggles to the song as it ends 



kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

kelli-: pounding the bar with my left heel to the beat 

kelli-: looks down at Ed 

Kelleen: smiles watching kelli 

kelli-: spins ..  

kelli-: shakin my butt 

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: clapping out the beat 

kelli-: hips swaying back and forth  

kelli-: I slipped this on just for you guys 

kelli-: http://www.bodykandi.com/sheer-cowl-neck-dress-ebc1214blk.html 

CreativeEd: this is another treat... checking my diary to see if its my birthday... 

kelli-: does a prance down the bar 

kelli-: stepping in time to the rhythm 

CreativeEd: omg...  

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: air guitar 

ukjake39: slips back in ..realising myt timing is impeccable 

kelli-: working the dress 

kelli-: swivels my hips  

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

kelli-: rocking back and forth 

ukjake39: oh my @ kelli's dress 

kelli-: spins .. wild little dance 

kelli-: hair flying 

CreativeEd: yes... in some part of the world, that dress would be ilegal..  

kelli-: working the bootay 

kelli-: not here 

ukjake39: probably easier to list where it would be legal 

CreativeEd: luckily for us Kelli 

D r a z: looksup at the sexual thing  

kelli-: giggles .. looks over at Draz and winks 

D r a z:   winks  

kelli-: thrusting my hips to the hard beat 

Bee_passionately_blue: it is a dress that shows off how gorgeous you are kelli  

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: shimmies to the hard beat 

ukjake39: slides my seat forward for optimum view 

kelli-: hands move to my thighs 

kelli-: leaning forward as the music changes  

ukjake39: kelli looking stunning and very sexy ..as always 



CreativeEd: perfect tune for you Kelli 

kelli-: hands slowly move up my thighs 

Kelleen: yes she is always supper sexy 

kelli-: sways to the beat 

D r a z: shes a naughty little girl and she knows it and we like it that way  

CreativeEd:  

kelli-: hands slowly slipping up my inner thighs 

kelli-: eyes narrow watching the boys 

kelli-: licks my lips 

ukjake39: studies kelli's body as she strokes 

kelli-: short dress slipping even higher with my hands 

kelli-: right hand cups my thong covered pussy as my hips thrust to the strong beat  

kelli-: head back  

kelli-: moans loud 

ukjake39: thinks we will all be moaning soon 

kelli-: as the song ends 

ukjake39: veryyyyy sexy 

kelli-: hands lift the dress .. ties it up under my boobs  

kelli-: slowly dancing .. turning 

kelli-: hips move to the hot beat 

kelli-: back to you 

kelli-: watching your eyes follow the vertical band as it disappears between my legs 

ukjake39: adjusts in my seat as i watch kelli's sexy body gyrate 

kelli-: tiny thong hugging my body 

ukjake39: wonders how that little thong stands the strain an wishes it wouldnt 

kelli-: hips slowly thrusting left left right right  

kelli-: looks back over my shoulder and winks 

CreativeEd: winks back at Kelli... with a big grin  

kelli-: slowly strutts to the cage 

kelli-: climbs in  

kelli-: hands high .. body working the beat 

kelli-: I'm a womaaannnnn 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: arms cross infront of me 

ukjake39: watches closely as kelli's hips move on beat 

kelli-: hips thrusting  

kelli-: slowly pulls the dress off over my head 

CreativeEd: what a voluptuous figure she has Jake.... 

kelli-: twirls it in the air  

Kelleen: wow got her just as keli takes her dress off giggles 

kelli-: smiles at kel  

ukjake39: gulps  as we see more of kelli's naked flesh 

kelli-: tosses my dress to kel  



ukjake39: you are so right there Ed 

kelli-: climbs the cage bar 

Kelleen: giggles i only come for the main event LL 

D r a z: slim and lithe body dancing  up there in the cage  

kelli-: wraps around it .. thrusting against the bar 

Kelleen: sitting at the bar watching close 

kelli-: stretching up  

ukjake39: finds myself titling my head..exploring all the angles 

kelli-: body stretched against the cage bar 

kelli-: legs wrapped around it 

kelli-: swirling my hips  

ukjake39: thinking as i watch...hope my photographic memory has film in it 

kelli-: freezes  

kelli-: jumps down to the floor of the cage 

kelli-: hands move over my skin 

kelli-: slowly up my torso  

kelli-: swaying to the beat 

D r a z: smiles as the  dancereaches its  climax  ,,so to speak   

kelli-: hands up my breasts 

kelli-: smiles at Draz choice of words 

ukjake39: feeling hot as i watch kelli caress her own body 

kelli-: slowly turns my back  

kelli-: hands move down my sides 

kelli-: fingers slip under the waist band  

kelli-: slowly lowering it 

kelli-: stands with my feet apart .. letting the thong drop to the floor of the cage 

D r a z: checks ed and wheels the oxygen over  

kelli-: smiles over my shoulder 

CreativeEd: lol ty D 

kelli-: turns and drops to my knees  

CreativeEd: was just stepping back noticing Jake's interest in Kelli.. 

ukjake39: whispers to Ed.... "after you with the oxygen" 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: way back  

Kelleen: sipping my tea watching the thong drop and showing the sweet treasure it was 

covering  

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: head touching the floor behind me 

kelli-: thrusting straight up 

kelli-: collapse as the song ends 

D r a z: standsand applauds kelli ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,perfect ,,,,,,,  bravo  bravo   

ukjake39: sits transfixed on kelli's body... 

CreativeEd: her slender fingers reaching and her rose-wet cave.. eager to please.. no 

doubt.. mmmmmmm 



CreativeEd: BRAVOOOOOOOO!!!111 

Kelleen: standing clapping 

kelli-: thank you .. smiling wide 

ukjake39: jumps to my feet..with difficulty,....wooooot woooot claps and cheers 

D r a z: stands by the cage with a LAB robe and holds it open for kelli  

kelli-: moves out of the cage  

kelli-: kissss.. Draz.. great selection  

Kelleen: bring kel a robe 

CreativeEd: nudge Jake... whispering .. offer Kelli a drink... 

kelli-: do I need a robe.. looking down  

D r a z: slides the robe around   kelli and ties the belt around the middle   

kelli-: slips my arms in the robe.. laffing 

Kelleen: great dance i whisper  

D r a z:   winks at kelli  

kelli-: leans back as Draz ties the robe around me 

CreativeEd: ty for sharing Kelli..  

kelli-: huge grin .. thanx draz 

D r a z:  you are welcome kelli ,,,,,,  good dance 

kelli-: it was my way of welcoming you or welcoming you back to LAB, ED 

kelli-: thank you Draz 

 

kelli-: slowly .. dancing over to MRMF 

mrmonkeyfinger: well sexy 

kelli-: stands infront of him 

Heart1226: received saving now Draz....hugssssssssssss ty..!!  

kelli-: feet apart.. swaying to the music 

Al_dente_: gulps..... 

D r a z: its a great tune ,,,  

kelli-: waits for it 

mrmonkeyfinger: looking you up and down 

Al_dente_: eyes wadering over kelli in the lil dress..... 

kelli-: hands slowly move up my body 

kelli-: hips sway to the music 

kelli-: breaks into a faster dance 

mrmonkeyfinger: looking at them pretty brown eyes 

kelli-: slowly turns infront of you 

kelli-: hips swaying hard 

kelli-: leaning forward.. arching my back  

kelli-: swaying left left right right to the beat 

kelli-: dress drawing up the back of my thighs 

kelli-: the tiny black thong visible through the dress 

mrmonkeyfinger: moves so nice to the music... 



D r a z: looks up to see kelli dance...  

kelli-: body moving in crazy slinky moves 

kelli-: backs against the bar 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: hops up on the bar 

Al_dente_: eyes follow kelli's curves 

mrmonkeyfinger: just like in the movies ...very sexy 

kelli-: prancing down to Draz 

Al_dente_: the light highligthing the underwear thru the dress 

D r a z: watches as kellimoves  down the bar  

kelli-: dancing a slinky dance infront of Draz 

Heart1226: hooohoo... I'm all shook up......   

D r a z: grins watchig kelli snake her body  

kelli-: the dress hiding very little 

Heart1226: nmmmm nice slinky moves Kelli.. smiles 

D r a z:     woo hoo we all shook up 

kelli-: working it  

simplysw33t: smiles watching room 

Al_dente_: lol  we've noticed Kelli 

kelli-: bouncing my hips and ass  

kelli-: slowly turns infront of Draz  

kelli-: moves ass in circles 

kelli-: then thrusting 

D r a z: eyes folow the circling hips 

Al_dente_: nice view from here too! 

kelli-: turns to face,.. leans way down  

mrmonkeyfinger: and here 

kelli-: shimmies and almost falls out of the dress 

kelli-: giggles as I straighten up 

D r a z: grins as isee inside the dress  

kelli-: works the music as I strutt up the bar 

kelli-: funk me 

kelli-: it's hot 

kelli-: or is it meeee 

kelli-: fans my face 

mrmonkeyfinger: and you work it real nice 

Al_dente_: <reads that again..... ohhhh 

D r a z:       its  getting hotter as kelli strutts   

kelli-: extra wiggle in the jiggle 

kelli-: wiggle walk up the bar 

kelli-: funk me  

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar.. air guitar 

kelli-: leans  back  

kelli-: one leg up 



Al_dente_: hmm sees th dress ride up a bit as Kelli struts the bar 

kelli-: leans forward .. shimmies shoulders 

mrmonkeyfinger: nice guitar.....lol 

kelli-: almost falls out of the dress again 

kelli-: funk me 

kelli-: it's hot 

kelli-: funk me  

Al_dente_: smiles.... 

kelli-: it's hot 

kelli-: hand moves to the middle 

kelli-: funk me 

kelli-: it's hot 

kelli-: thrusting 

kelli-: HAHAHAHA.. that was fun 

kelli-: good song D 

kelli-: left heel pounds the bar 

kelli-: air guitar 

D r a z:  laffs ,...wonder what she really sings inthe clubs  

kelli-: head moves to the beat 

kelli-: swaying 

kelli-: feet apart at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: arms unfold infront of me 

kelli-: move down my body 

Al_dente_: eyes follow the hands 

kelli-: grasping the open material at my thighs 

kelli-: slowly rise  

kelli-: higher 

kelli-: as my body moves to the beat 

kelli-: hips sway  

kelli-: left 

kelli-: left 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: right 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

kelli-: thrusting as the thong cums into view 

Al_dente_: shifts uneasily in my chair 

kelli-: pulls the dress up under my boobs and ties it off 

D r a z: watches as the dress rides up 

mrmonkeyfinger: smiles 

kelli-: hips move round and round 

Al_dente_: not much to the thong.... 

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: working the beat with my body 



kelli-: turns  

kelli-: hips sway  

kelli-: back side to you 

kelli-: verticle band disappears between my legs 

kelli-: works my ass muscles to the beat 

Al_dente_: nice bunns 

mrmonkeyfinger: hopes this is a 12 min song 

kelli-: looks back over my shoulder and winks 

kelli-: hands on my ass 

Al_dente_: smiles, winks 

kelli-: moves to the new beat 

kelli-: toward the stage 

kelli-: slips off the dress as I reach the pole 

Al_dente_: eyes those sexy legs as she moves 

mrmonkeyfinger: smoking body 

kelli-: toss the dress and spins on the pole  

kelli-: legs wrap the pole  

kelli-: hands move up high  

kelli-: stretching out my body up the pole 

D r a z: stillneed a profile steven 

kelli-: hips grind the pole 

kelli-: leans back  

Al_dente_: forget his profile... what about kelli's? 

kelli-: pounding the pole 

D r a z: steven768 was bounced from the room by: D r a z.  

kelli-: giggles .. I got it 

kelli-: wonders if this brass pole has balls at the bottom 

simplysw33t: hehehe 

kelli-: leans waayyy back  

kelli-: hair hanging down  

kelli-: grinding the pole  

kelli-: lets go of the pole with my hands 

Al_dente_: admiring Kelli's taught body.... 

kelli-: hangs upside down  

kelli-: arms wrap the pole .. swing out and around the pole 

kelli-: legs release  

kelli-: flys the pole 

kelli-: slows down .. hiding behind the pole 

kelli-: peeks out 

mrmonkeyfinger: such beauty and grace 

kelli-: winks and licks the pole 

D r a z: wavestokelli behind the pole  

Al_dente_: <wonders if kelli thinks the pole is thicker 

kelli-: smiles at draz  



kelli-: blows  a kiss 

kelli-: slides to my feet 

kelli-: legs still wrapped around the pole 

kelli-: hands on the pole .. leaning back  

Heart1226: mmmm Kelli...  

kelli-: grinds the pole 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: 1 

kelli-: 2 

kelli-: 1 

kelli-: 2 

kelli-: grind 

Al_dente_: hmmm mind wanders 

kelli-: hands release the pole 

kelli-: bends back  

kelli-: hands on the floor behind me 

whocares2014: nice work 

mrmonkeyfinger: i like the grinding part 

kelli-: hand stands against the pole 

Al_dente_: disturbing view 

kelli-: flips to my feet as the song ends 

kelli-: LMAO  

mrmonkeyfinger:    

kelli-: shimmies my shoulders to the harder beat 

kelli-: down on my hands and knees  

kelli-: rolls to my back  

kelli-: rolls my legs up  

kelli-: sticker this LMAO 

Al_dente_: shifts uncomfortably in my seat 

kelli-: flips up to my feet  

kelli-: hands move high 

kelli-: slinks S moves  

kelli-: the tiny black thong staying with me... so far 

Al_dente_: <notices the thong is dissapearing tho 

kelli-: adjusts the thong while I wait for it 

kelli-: does some MJ dance moves 

Al_dente_: hmm shoulnd't have said anything..... 

kelli-: crazy scarecrow moves 

Heart1226: mmmmmm MJ... brace yourselves friends...  

kelli-: dancing wild  

Heart1226: smiles to Kelli ... nice...  



kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: working the music  

kelli-: stomping out the hard beat 

kelli-: spins .. hair flying 

kelli-: lands with my feet apart  

kelli-: facing you 

kelli-: hands move over my body 

kelli-: cupping my boobs 

kelli-: thrusting my hips  

kelli-: stomping the beat 

kelli-: working it 

kelli-: hands high .. almost nude body moving.. hair flying 

D r a z: grins as kelli works the tune  

Al_dente_: smiles as keeli move to the tune 

Al_dente_: ^5 

kelli-: moon walks down the stage 

mrmonkeyfinger: in awwww loving it! 

kelli-: crazy MJ dance back toward the pole 

kelli-: swings on the pole 

kelli-: legs out 

kelli-: flying the pole 

kelli-: jumps to the floor and sticks the landing 

kelli-: body sways  

kelli-: eyes narrow 

kelli-: hands slowly move down my torso 

Al_dente_: <leans over and rescues the dress before kelli slips on it 

kelli-: hips move in a slowww swivel  

Al_dente_: eyes follow the hands 

kelli-: fingers work under the waist band 

Al_dente_: admiring the ground they are covering 

kelli-: slowly turns it down 

D r a z: looks overat  kelli as the fingers slip in the waist band  

mrmonkeyfinger: kelli has the room under a spell... 

kelli-: until it's straight across 

kelli-: grabs the middle as my hips thrust to the beat  

simplysw33t: great tune.. very nice kelli.. smiles  

kelli-: other arm around my neck  

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: winks over my shoulder as I tug the thong off 

Al_dente_: woo hoo! 

kelli-: lets it drop to the stage 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: hands on my body 

mrmonkeyfinger: smiling 



kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: farther 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: straight up as my head touches the stage behin d me 

Al_dente_: smh.... 

kelli-: collapse 

Al_dente_: not fair.... 

Al_dente_: yeah kelli!! 

D r a z: woo hoo ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, nice dance kelli ,,,,,,,,,Bravo Bravo  

Al_dente_: applauds wildly 

simplysw33t:    

mrmonkeyfinger: standing ovation 

kelli-: pulls myself up to my knees... thank you everyone 

Heart1226: stands and applaudsssssss... great dancing Kelli.. smiless 

D r a z: stands ready with a LAB  robe holding it out for kelli    

kelli-: stands totally nude and bows LMAO 

kelli-: backs into the robe  

kelli-: leans back against Draz  

Al_dente_: Looks at heart... alright for you.. you can stand!! 

D r a z: slides  the robe over her shoulders and ties the belt round   

kelli-: looks up  at Draz... great selection .. kisssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

Al_dente_: well done Kelli 

Heart1226: lol Al.... uhuhhh..! I know you can stand too.... but not for now...  

kelli-: thank you al  

mrmonkeyfinger: well done i muat say 

kelli-: my dress needs a place to hang Al LMAO 

mrmonkeyfinger: must 

simplysw33t: hehehe kelli 

Heart1226: lol kelli 

kelli-: moves to the edge and hops off the bar  

kelli-: well MRMF .. how do you like LAB now? 

Al_dente_: noooo My name is not clinton...   

mrmonkeyfinger: really nice 

Al_dente_: hands the dress back to Kelli 

mrmonkeyfinger: really 

kelli-: thank you al  

kelli-: kiss MRMF.. glad I invited you? 

mrmonkeyfinger: yes very glad.. 

kelli-: giggles... cum again, but not so soon next time... giggles 

mrmonkeyfinger: yeah next time not so quickly...lol 

kelli-: leans forward.. thanks for cumming anyway.. want a drink? 

kelli-: kiss 

mrmonkeyfinger: hell yes... 



kelli-: just ask draz for what ever you would like 

D r a z: wipes the bar down  

kelli-: Draz.. you make it sooo hard not to dance LOL  

mrmonkeyfinger: burbon and water please 

Heart1226: tuneeeeeee Draz...... 

kelli-: sits between the boys and crosses my legs 

kelli-: thanks for staying sw33t 

 

Kelli and Scarlett 

kelli-: moves in my seat to the music 

scarlett2angel: grabs my crotch squealssssssss heyyyyyyy Draz spins around and rocks 

my lower body up and back  

scarlett2angel: tosses my hat at kelli spins around and struts across the floor 

D r a z:   laffsand watches scarlett and tosse her  the bowler hat 

scarlett2angel: thrusts my hips snaps my fingers and lets my long hair fly everywhere  

kelli-: claps out the beat watching scarlett 

scarlett2angel: walks on my tip toes thrusting my lower body up and back while i move 

back and forth across the dance floor 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and watches Scarlett.. mmm 

hotcajunmale: go on girl... point to scarlett 

D r a z: woo hoo scarlett  ,,,,,,, winks   

D r a z:  beat it  

scarlett2angel: rocks my head winks spins around squealssssssssss and sits down at the 

bar  

kelli-: hands over my head .. rockin in my chair .. smiling at scarlett 

scarlett2angel: ok Kelli's turn 

FoolishHeart26: applauds for Scarlett and turns to watch Kelli as well..  

FoolishHeart26: hello Redhead... smiles 

kelli-: jumps down to the floor off my seat  

kelli-: rolls my head, hair flying  

scarlett2angel: snaps my fingers at Kelli beat beat it  

kelli-: dancing around scarlett 

kelli-: working my body hard in my sleeveless tank and tight jeans 

kelli-: air guitar 

scarlett2angel: smiles rocks my hips  

kelli-: leaning back  

scarlett2angel: beat beat it show how funky you can get 

kelli-: Draz know MJ will get me dancing 

kelli-: knows 

scarlett2angel: draz knows to much 

kelli-: hands on hips .. thrusting 

kelli-: not much Draz doesn't know about me 



scarlett2angel: smirks at draz 

scarlett2angel: see 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar 

FoolishHeart26: lol 

kelli-: spins.. rolling my head.. hair flying 

FoolishHeart26: whistlesss as Kelli jumps on the bar 

FoolishHeart26: hiya Gabi.. hugssss 

kelli-: does a moon walk down the bar 

scarlett2angel: stands spins around grips the bar and rocks my hips to the beat as my 

shoulders thrust left left then right  

kelli-: wild dance .. working my body hard 

scarlett2angel: sings into the mirror im bad .... 

dgk7412: mercy!  all the ladies are having fun today  

hotcajunmale: clap my hands at scarlett  working her body 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Gabriela... 

kelli-: runs up the bar, slides on my knees, stops infront of Gab 

FoolishHeart26: good morning , Gabi 

kelli-: leans way over.. kisssssssssssssssss long wet and deep 

Gabriela92: oh, we've got dancing going on... sorry. 

kelli-: whispers to Gab.. Im bad, I'm bad 

Gabriela92: hops on a stool to watch 

scarlett2angel: pops my hips left and right points at draz I'm Bad while my hips rock with 

the beat my boobs bounce like Mj wish his could lol 

Gabriela92: but you're sooooo good at being bad, Kelli! <smooch> 

D r a z:  shes bad shes bad  forsurso bad ,,,,,shes good 

FoolishHeart26: lol Scarlett 

kelli-: rolls over my back to my feet  

kelli-: moon walks 

kelli-: spins..  

scarlett2angel: psins around as the song ends i slide across the floor on my kneesss 

scarlett2angel: I'm BAD 

kelli-: up on my toes .. grabs my crotch as the song ends 

scarlett2angel: jumps up skips back to my seat  

dgk7412: but you are sooo Good at being BAD, scarlett!  

scarlett2angel: ty dgk 

kelli-: sways  

kelli-: shoulders move left left right right .. lower body follows one beat behind 

dgk7412: probably because of that cute little butt!!  

scarlett2angel: i think i hurt something with my last squeeze 

cptfire35: lol 

kelli-: laffs at scarlett 

kelli-: I'll rub it for you 

dgk7412: would it make it feel better if it got a kiss?  

Gabriela92: offers to check it out for Scarlett 



scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhh ty kelli 

Gabriela92: lol... we all had THAT idea. 

kelli-: swivels my hips as I slowly turn  

kelli-: shakes my ass at dgk 

scarlett2angel: smiles im sure the two of you will make it feel so much better 

kelli-: rolls my hips  

Gabriela92: better than when you started, Scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: Hugs Gabriela we will keep that between us 

dgk7412: tooooo Cute, kelli  

Gabriela92: winks at Scarlett, and does one my nose-touches with my tongue tip. 

dgk7412: hmmm,,, not only pretty, but talented too!  

D r a z: kellis day off outfit >>>>>>>>>  

http://www.venus.com/viewproduct.aspx?BRANCH=7~63~&ProductDisplayID=20198 

scarlett2angel: mmmm crinkles my nose...shimmys my shoulders and rocks on the bar 

stool 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: leans forward..  

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: shimmies my shoulders 

dgk7412: you know we are 'peeking', dont you, kelli?  

kelli-: leans down .. shimmies harder 

FoolishHeart26: you've been hit by.. smooth criminal... tuneeeee 

D r a z: watches from the bar at the strong shimmies  

dgk7412: yikes!!  

kelli-: the braless scoop neck tank lets you peek  

dgk7412: yes it does,, and one of us is sooo happy for that!!  

kelli-: wonders if dgk gets the "points" giggles 

kelli-: straightens up .. hands move up my body 

dgk7412: those are my favorite things!!!     hehe,, just as Scarlett!  

kelli-: working my body to the beat 

dgk7412: pokies always make me smile  

scarlett2angel: thats all dgk sees is points kelli 

kelli-: giggles 

dgk7412: not all that i see,,, but i do ENJOY them, that's for sure  

scarlett2angel: draz is pushing my buttons now 

D r a z: get dancing scarlett 

kelli-: mmmmmm  

dgk7412: do we dare ask "which buttons"?  

scarlett2angel: my dancing ones  

kelli-: offers scarlett my hands to help her up onto the bar 

Gabriela92: We used to do a hot dance routine to this in high school during the football 

halftime show at the game closest to Halloween... we'd all be dressed as sexy ghouls. 

scarlett2angel: smiles jumnps up thrusts my hips as my legs bend as i walk funny on the 

bar  



FoolishHeart26: smiles watching Kelli and Scarlett  

Gabriela92: and we'd even get the band to join in for part of it. 

Gabriela92: yes, DGK 

D r a z: thats great gabri ,,,,,,maybe do it at ourparty ? 

scarlett2angel: rocking left right then left again as my lips crul up an lets my arms bend 

making claws with my hands  

kelli-: working with scarlett  

Gabriela92: maybe, Draz... works best with a large group, though. 

scarlett2angel: shuffles up and down the bar rocking with kelli 

D r a z: grins i’m sure we could get a few people do it  

Gabriela92: pretty much mimicked MJ's dance in the video, though. 

kelli-: moves behind her  

dgk7412: makes for a fantastic 'vision', ladies  

kelli-: hands on her hips 

kelli-: follows her moves 

scarlett2angel: growlsss pushs my butt then boobs in and out as my right foot shuffles 

behind me as i move up the bar 

dgk7412: hahaha,, the dancing dead  

kelli-: LOL ..  

kelli-: fakes a scream  

D r a z:  grins watching the girls  dancealong the bar  

dgk7412: ouch,,, gotta turn my hearing aids down!!!  

scarlett2angel: howlsssssssss back at kelli thrusts my butt with the beat and 

screamssssssssssss while my eyes glow yellowwwwwww 

carlett2angel: kisses Kellis cheek that was fun 

kelli-: hugsss... thanks...  

scarlett2angel: anyhtime 

kelli-: jumps down off the bar 

D r a z: great  you two ,,,,,,stands and applauds  

Gabriela92: fabulous job. 

FoolishHeart26: chuckles watching Scarlett and Kelli having fun with MJ's tunes 

scarlett2angel: hops down slips and slides across to my chair 

dgk7412: a round of applause from the appreciative gentlemen  

kelli-: MJ tunes are the mostest bestest for dancing 

kelli-: sits down next to Gab 

FoolishHeart26: wooohooo!! well done girls..!! applaudssss 

kelli-: thanx everyone 

 

Scarlett2angel 

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips right and left super slow they need some lube  

D r a z: checks scarletts bumpers while I am it  



scarlett2angel: winks as i rock and moves around in circles so slow its like im standing 

still 

Master_joe: motion looks good   

scarlett2angel: thrusts right.....then left.......snaps my fingers ..an rolls my head making 

my hair cover my ass as the song ends 

D r a z: watches scarletts  buttons  

scarlett2angel: smiles moves out of the booth spins around heart hello an lets two 

buttons on my shirt pop open  

scarlett2angel: winks spins around bumps my hip against her butt jumps and pops 

another button 

FoolishHeart26: yayyy! smilessss... peeks at Scarlett's buttons.. giggles 

scarlett2angel: oops one more and i loose my top 

FoolishHeart26: ohhhh my... another button is opened... bump hips with her..  

Master_joe: ducking as the button flies off 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I can only think they were fastened on with sub-standard thread. 

FoolishHeart26: so happy for you Ivan.. smiles 

scarlett2angel: jumps around as my top opens up more letting my tummy be seen as i 

move around the room  

FoolishHeart26: and nice taut tummy you have there, Scarlett.. smiles 

scarlett2angel: stops behind joe runs my hands down his chest tickles his stomach as my 

top opens more but he is hiding me from the room  

Master_joe: mmmm 

Master_joe: reaches back 

FoolishHeart26: and how's our sexy busy working girl, Lia.... MANic MOANday there..?? 

giggles 

scarlett2angel: winks at heart lets my last button pop free steps back ties my top under 

my breasts and dances back around  

Master_joe: mmmm that one was close 

FoolishHeart26: whistlesss...ohh myy Scarlett... winks back at yah.. smiles 

D r a z: grins at  the jiggling  as scarlett reapears 

scarlett2angel: runs my fingertips across his chest smiles an drops my hand down to his 

groin winks rocks my hips parts my knees and dances infront of joe 

scarlett2angel: rockin my head as my hips sway grabs each of your knees and lets the 

music move me side to side 

Master_joe: sitting on hands at required here 

scarlett2angel: bounces up and down barely touching joes knees as my hands slide up 

each leg while my tits pushs my top open a bit  

scarlett2angel: slips around hello lilguy 

Master_joe: yess loving it  watchingtop open slowly 

scarlett2angel: waves my arms over my head rolls my hips and sits down on joes lap  

TimeTraveller_1: sits across the room to watch scarlett  

Master_joe: oh yes   

Master_joe: loving it 



scarlett2angel: wiggles up his legs shimmys my shoulders and works my ass with the 

beat making joe move under me 

Master_joe: still sitting on hands so I don;t get in trouble 

scarlett2angel: tosses my head shaking my hair as my booty bounces runs my hands 

through my hair as i pop my bubble gum in my mouth 

scarlett2angel: see joe i have gum 

Master_joe: mm y can do 2 things i wink 

FoolishHeart26: ty GUy.. and hello..  

scarlett2angel: winks rocks my hips as my bubble gum pops  

Master_joe: mmmm 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head kisses your cheek jumps up and skips back to the d/j booth 

 Scarlett and Heart 

scarlett2angel: takes Hearts hand dances around her spins her and smiles as we move to 

this 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and spins and back to Scarletss arms.. gently swaying to the 

melodic song 

scarlett2angel: twrills around ..slips my hands around your hips and sings as the song 

ends 

FoolishHeart26: smiles as I hear soft sweet voice...  

scarlett2angel: sings to heart in the deepest voice i can as we dance around 

FoolishHeart26: when I needdd you..... I just close my eyes.......... looks into Scarlett's 

eyes as sings.. smiling at her 

FoolishHeart26: ohh I love Celine Dion's version of this too 

scarlett2angel: grins moves in circles letting you lead ,,,ohh i need You  

lilguy_206: watches the dance 

scarlett2angel: hold out my hold out my hand an im with You.... 

scarlett2angel: winks spins around and kisses the nape of your neck as i move against 

your back grips your tummy and sways to this and lets your hips sway with mine 

scarlett2angel: winks tonight the heartaches on me.... 

scarlett2angel: sings to the room but in your ear too as we dance in the center of the 

room 

D r a z: watches as  you dance around  

FoolishHeart26: kicks pal and takes Scarlett's back to my arms... sorry bout that.. smiles 

Poppy England: *helps heart back into the room* 

scarlett2angel: wb its no fun dancing alone 

FoolishHeart26: looks to Scarlett with sorry eyes... I know... I was frozen and had to end 

task 

scarlett2angel: heres a fun one 

scarlett2angel: winks ohh lollipop 

scarlett2angel: skips around passes out lollipops and sucks on my cherry one 

lilguy_206: takes a red lollipop 

D r a z: watches scarlett as she sucks her cherry   



scarlett2angel: kisses Lia's right cheek then cajuns left one leaving red imprints of my 

lips on each cheek 

Poppy England: *grabs a lollipop unwraps it and slips her lips around it...sucking it in 

FoolishHeart26: yayyyy... grabs me some  sweet lollipop.. watchng her  

scarlett2angel: winks an pulls Heart back into my arms  

scarlett2angel: come dance with me 

FoolishHeart26: smiless and holds Scarlett tighter this time....  

scarlett2angel: slips one hand into yours and the other around your hip to the small of 

your back as we move around tghe floor 

scarlett2angel: smiles lets hope you dont get away this time 

scarlett2angel: winks rolls my tongue around the hard round thing in my mouth looks 

around the room as we sway with the tune  

FoolishHeart26: kicks the LAB door hard so pal bouncers wont get me... as I wrap my arm 

around her .. the other holding her hand to .. sways and smiles at her 

D r a z: watching scarlett and the suckeer 

scarlett2angel: giggles and picks up the rockin of my hips as my fingers grip yours and 

swats your ass  

scarlett2angel: skips and spins around the floor rocking our hips left right and left as we 

sing there ant nothing wrong with the radio 

FoolishHeart26: giggles watching the lollipop formed to your cheek... moving in time with 

the music... and jumps a lil as you swat my bum.. heyyy..!! 

D r a z: smiles watchig  the girls  

scarlett2angel: winks puffs my cheeks out wiggles my ass and skips with you 

scarlett2angel: omggggggggggg 

scarlett2angel: no one heard that i hope 

FoolishHeart26: skips and bumps my hip with you... snapping some fingers and clapping 

my hands too...  

FoolishHeart26: lol wat is that..??  

FoolishHeart26: what^ 

scarlett2angel: nothing 

D r a z: lafffs 

FoolishHeart26: sounds like donald duck..?? 

scarlett2angel: giggles and continues to dance around 

FoolishHeart26: giggles.. ok... ignores what happened and dance around with you..  

D r a z:   laffs 

scarlett2angel: whispers to Heart ..spins her around presses against her back again thats 

a good thing  

FoolishHeart26: she sure have some naughty cute tunes there Draz.. lol 

D r a z:      laffs 

scarlett2angel: winks at Draz twrills her back slips my arms back around her waist tugs 

and whispers what time is it?? 

FoolishHeart26: happily spins around .. shaking my booty some in front of Scarlett.. 

smilng 

D r a z: winks back  



scarlett2angel: takes a deep breath ....tilts my head and tries to sing with this 

FoolishHeart26: giggles and twirls once again... catching my breath as my body presses 

back to her.. feeeling her warmth envelopes me.... whispers back.. it's almost midnight 

scarlett2angel: swaying my head and hips as we move around in circles on the dance 

floor 

Poppy England: *watches the two sexy girls dancing together* 

FoolishHeart26: my time that is... noontime at yours..  

FoolishHeart26: smiles as our body molded as one as we dance softly sweeetly to the 

song... humming the song to her ear..  

scarlett2angel: looking into your eyes as we move in and out of the shadows ..letting my 

fingertips slide up and down your back as we move together  

Poppy England: *leans back against the bar, watching and relaxing* 

Poppy England: *crosses her long legs....one of her ballet pumps hanging from her toes 

scarlett2angel: swaying my long hair an lets my lips brush against yours while my fingers 

grip an pulls you closer  

FoolishHeart26: looking deeply back into your eyes... feeling your heatbeat beats with 

mine as our lips touch each other....our hips sways gently.. lost in the feeling...  

scarlett2angel: sways slips both my hands down cups your ass cheeks smiles and looks 

deep in your eyes as i get lost in the music while we move in smaller circles in the center 

of the room  

scarlett2angel: smiles wets my bottom lip and rubs my tummy and chest against yours 

FoolishHeart26: running my left hand up and down your spine... gasps as you cup my 

bum... trying to normalize my breathing as we dance slowly around the room..   

scarlett2angel: hummss and sings as we move in circles holding eachother closer letting 

the music move us as if we are the only ones here 

scarlett2angel: slides my hands up your back under your head tugs your head back and 

kisses your throath and neck as we dance  

FoolishHeart26: bites my bottom lip as I gaze upon your wet red lips... smiles and looks 

back into your dreamy eyes and holds you closer to me.. chest to chest... cheek to chek.. 

smiles as I hear you hummiong to my ear..  

FoolishHeart26: moansss and sighssss with pleasure as your lips wander around my 

throat to my neck...feeling myself getting warmer and dizzy with desire 

scarlett2angel: winks nibbles tugs your hair more as the tip of my tongue makes small 

wet trails on your skin as i rock my hips to this grinding against you an squeezes your 

cheeks harder 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh sweeet gezsusss Scarlett... cries out your name as you tease my 

every senses... my body writhes with you... dancing in a sensual motion...  

scarlett2angel: stops dancing turns and hugssss andrea 

 

Gabriela95 

Gabriela92: hops down, skipping to the dance floor 

Gabriela92: shakes my hair out, tilting my head left and right to the beat 



D r a z: watches as gabri    shakes to the beat .........  

Gabriela92: shuffling from foot to foot 

FoolishHeart26: yayyy Gabi..! 

Gabriela92: whipping one arm in a circle overhead 

Gabriela92: slightly bent knees, shimmying the hips 

Gabriela92: tiny back-shuffle steps.... quick spin, and two side slides 

dirtyrpgirl: woooooohoooooooo gabi!!!! 

tigerzjill: woohoo Gabriela!  

Gabriela92: shimmies down into a knee bend.... 

D r a z: smiles watching   gabri as she struts and spins  

touchdown366: great moves gabi 

Gabriela92: nods to the beat... 

Gabriela92: strutting across, corner to corner 

touchdown366: watches her going corner to corner 

Gabriela92: drops into the splits, then rolls over onto my tummy 

Gabriela92: inchworms several feet across the smooth wood 

touchdown366: eyes going up and down trying to keep up 

dirtyrpgirl: hot moves!!!!!! 

Gabriela92: rolls over onto my back, and scissor-kicks in the air 

dirtyrpgirl: fans myself....................... 

tigerzjill: mmm gabriela on the floor wow  

touchdown366: loving the kick 

Gabriela92: swings my legs under me again, and stands up 

Gabriela92: one hand on the top of my head, the other on my bare midriff, swiveling 

D r a z:  smiles as gabri stands and shakes her thang  as she swivels 

touchdown366: head swivles watching 

Gabriela92: strolls over to Joe's table.... 

Gabriela92: runs the fingers of both hands up deep into my hair... 

Gabriela92: gyrates my hips next to Joe's chair.... 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmmm loving it 

D r a z: watches  the fingers and the gyrating hips 

FoolishHeart26: smiles watching Gabi dancing... mmmmmm... and bite some bbq...  

Gabriela92: lifts his hand up and rests them on the top of my shorts' waistband, rocking 

left and right 

D r a z: walks over and gives joe a shot of andrenaline  

Gabriela92: I was wondering, Draz!!! LOL 

dirtyrpgirl: lol 

touchdown366: watches as she rocks it 

D r a z: lifts his head from the bar and drops it with a thud  

FoolishHeart26: lol  

Gabriela92: moves over to TD's table 

touchdown366: smiles as she does 

D r a z: gets the sack truck and drags joes prone body on it and takes it outside  

tigerzjill: hehe Draz  



FoolishHeart26: i think he's still not lower than 82.6% now...  

Gabriela92: bump... bump...bump go the hips... matching the slow beat to start the song 

Gabriela92: turns my backside to TD... 

touchdown366: eyes move to each bump of the hips 

Gabriela92: unsnaps the top of the shorts 

D r a z:  watches as the hips switch to a fast beat     

touchdown366: loving the view from this side as well 

Gabriela92: lowers the zipper about three inches.... 

Gabriela92: slips my hands into my back pockets.... 

trisha_29: leans back against max's chest watching 

touchdown366: looks as she slides her hands in her pockets 

Gabriela92: pushes the back of the shorts down a few inches, revealing a glimpse of the 

aqua thong underneath 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmmm Gabi.. smiles 

Gabriela92: circles the pelvis one circle clockwise, then reverses it. 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmm loving the sight and the color 

touchdown366: trys to keep up with the moves 

D r a z: grins at the athletic gabri   

Gabriela92: moves the feet wider than my shoulders, tossing my head to and fro 

touchdown366: loves the head moves as i smile 

Gabriela92: bends at the waist and looks back through me legs at TD. 

Gabriela92: my^ 

touchdown366: smiles big at her 

Gabriela92: grasps my ankles and slowly lets my hands drag up the back of my calves to 

my thighs 

touchdown366: loving the hands on the shapely calves 

Gabriela92: pulls TD to his feet and onto the dance floor.... c'mon!!! 

touchdown366: follows gabi 

D r a z: watches as td is pulled into  the show  

touchdown366: no questions asked 

Gabriela92: shifts back and forth on my feet, two beats on the left, two on the right.... 

touchdown366: eyes shift with her 

Gabriela92: back step, front step, back step, front step.... 

Gabriela92: rocks right, gives one spin 

touchdown366: watches as she spins 

Gabriela92: hair whipping out horizontally from my head 

tigerzjill: smling big watching Gabriela dance  

touchdown366: loving how she rocks it as the hair goes 

Gabriela92: nods and shakes my head in the same motion, my chin making a "V" shape 

touchdown366: looks as she does smiling how sexy she is 

Gabriela92: reaches for TD's hands and pulls myself close and then releases back 

Gabriela92: lets go with one hand and spins under his arm 

touchdown366: goes back and forth loving it 

Gabriela92: reverses the spin, and rolls up his arm. 



Gabriela92: into a dance embrace and back out. 

touchdown366: has her close and smiles as she spins in and out 

Gabriela92: rolls my shoulders as I shuffle in and out 

touchdown366: watches the shoulders as she goes in and out 

touchdown366: bounces my head alittle 

Gabriela92: rests TD's hands on my hips as I shift them left and right 

Gabriela92: half turns and returns his hand to the hips again 

touchdown366: feels her hips shift left and right 

touchdown366: loving this move 

Gabriela92: backs my tushy in tight to the front of TD and leans my head back into his 

chest. 

touchdown366: stands and feels her lean in to me 

kelli-: smiles.. watching the great dance 

Gabriela92: bends my knees and slowly lowers myself into a low squat, the shimmies 

back up again.... 

Gabriela92: then^ 

touchdown366: loving how she moves 

dirtyrpgirl: now....for some close contact!!!......lol 

kelli-: ut oh... theee bluuueeessss 

D r a z: grins as the dress rides up  gabris  thighs  

Gabriela92: turns to face TD... rests my forearms on his shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: interlaces my fingers behind his head, looking up and smiling as I move in 

closer 

touchdown366: looks into her eyes as she does 

touchdown366: shutters as she gets close 

Gabriela92: shifts slightly to my right, straddling TD's left leg 

touchdown366: feels her on my left leg 

tigerzjill: smokin hot :)  

Gabriela92: clamps my knees on either side of TD's leg 

Gabriela92: grinds into his leg, just above the kneecap 

touchdown366: feels them getting tighter as i look at her 

Gabriela92: unclasps my fingers, and lets my hands slowly slide down over TD's 

shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: upper arms.... 

Gabriela92: onto the sides of his ribcage..... 

touchdown366: looks as they slide down my shoulders and arms 

touchdown366: loving her touch wondering how much i can take 

Gabriela92: into the front, rubbing his chest through his shirt 

touchdown366: loving how it feels smiles 

Gabriela92: reaches around behind TD, tugging his shirttail out of his pants.... 

touchdown366: looks down as she does watching her pull it out 

Gabriela92: reaches under the shirt, rubbing the bare skin of his lower back with my 

fingertips and aqua-colored nails, painted to match my thong. 

touchdown366: the shirt tail 



touchdown366: loves it as i feel the nails on my back looking at her 

Master_joe: oo color coordinated..nice 

Maxillary_Nerve: *raises an eyebrow*  

kelli-: how does it feel to get "nailed" on the dance floor ?? GIGGLES 

Gabriela92: grasps TD's left hand in my right, keeping my left hand on his back.... 

trisha_29: groans 

Gabriela92: dances in close, turning my head to the right and laying my left cheek on his 

chest. 

Gabriela92: slowly swaying 

touchdown366: holds her hand as we dance and sway slowly 

kelli-: I'll stay away from the natural "hammer" progression 

Gabriela92: turning in slow circles, clockwise 

cptfire35: hi draz 

touchdown366: looks around as we go in a circle 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles,watching the sexy dancers,from the DJ booth 

Gabriela92: lets go with my left hand and backs into an outside right turn, stepping under 

TD's left arm. 

Gabriela92: then rolls back in again 

touchdown366: loving how she rolls in and our of my arm 

tigerzjill: sooo sexy!  

Gabriela92: releases again, stepping under into a left turn so we're in an alamande 

stance 

bigdaddy_7: Hi ladies 

Gabriela92: then turns under once more 

touchdown366: looks at her as we turn 

Gabriela92: gets on my tippy toes to give TD a thank-you kiss for the nice dances. 

kelli-: applaudes.. nice job guys 

cptfire35: awesome 

Gabriela92: snaps my shorts back up, and raises the zipper to the top. 

touchdown366: leans my head down to recieve the kiss 

D r a z: stands and applauds gabri and td  

D r a z: great job  

tigerzjill: jumps to my feet woohoo clapping  

Gabriela92: ty, ty. 

touchdown366: thankyou for the dance gabi 

kelli-: smiles  

dirtyrpgirl: woooooooooooooooooohooooooooooooooooooo steps out of the DJ booth 

and applauds gabi and td!!!!!....woooooooohhoooooooooooo 

Gabriela92: yvw, TD.. .thank you, too. 

touchdown366: yw smiles 

Gabriela92: strolls back to the bar, asking Draz for a large glass of tonic water. 

touchdown366: walks back and ask for a scotch as i lay down a 20 

Master_joe:    



D r a z: reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a schweppes tonic water and pours 

it over ice cubes and slides it over  to gabri *winks 

Gabriela92: mmmm, thanks, Draz.... very refreshing! 

Gabriela92: rubs the cool glass against my warm cheek and down my neck, then across 

the top of my chest. 

D r a z: smiles  think your dance refreshed some parts   ........... even joe came back to life  

cptfire35: wooohooo 

Master_joe: lol  ty 

 

Gabriela92: glances around, and sees I'm the only girl here.... 

Gabriela92: I guess I'd better dance or something; LOL 

Master_joe: looks liek it 

Master_joe: mmm we agree 

Gabriela92: I'd better go find an outfit.... 

Al_dente_: you do just waht you want to Gabi.... 

Gabriela92: medium font, please, Yeah. 

Gabriela92: and not blue. 

Gabriela92: slips into the changing room briefly, looking through the selections..... 

Gabriela92: ah, there we go.... 

Al_dente_: the briefer the outfit the better Gabi 

Gabriela92:  doffs my street clothes and slips into the dance wear.... 

Al_dente_: well  for us anyway... 

cptfire35: wow i have lucked out! 

Gabriela92: emerges from behind the curtain and makes my way to the dance floor, 

showing my outfit...  http://www.fatalwoman.com/two-piece-dance-set.html 

Master_joe: oo leather 

Gabriela92: stands in the center spotlight... grinding slowly as the tune begins.... 

Gabriela92: one hand on top of my head, the other on my right hip.... 

Gabriela92: bumping my left hip outward to the beat. 

Al_dente_: heh.. nice outfit Gabi.. I know it well! 

Gabriela92: slides the upper hand down my cheek and neck, as the lower hand caresses 

the front of my thigh. 

Al_dente_: hmmm watches the hands 

Master_joe: yess so hot 

Al_dente_: following their every move 

Al_dente_: eyes the snap buttons on the front of the outfit... 

Gabriela92: upper hand follows down my collarbone and the inner edge of the 

vest....fingertips lightly brushing the cleavage...  

Gabriela92: the lower hand moves upward and begins to move circularly around on my 

bare tummy.... 

Al_dente_: hmmm iagines what those hands are feeling 



Gabriela92: then the fingertips of both hands brush up and down on either side of my 

navel, from the top of the shorts to the bottom of the vest.... 

Gabriela92: then up the vest.... 

Gabriela92: cradling my breasts and pushing my cleavage more tightly together.... 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm 

Al_dente_: smiles at Gabi... 

Al_dente_: appreciating her moves 

Master_joe: trying not to stare at  breasts   failing 

Gabriela92: fingertips caress the bare skin on the inside opening of the vest. 

Master_joe: mmmm yesss 

Al_dente_: follows the fingertips 

Gabriela92: tugs the front slightly further open, until the edges of my dark areolas just 

barely peek out from under the leather. 

Al_dente_: gulps as gabi tugs at the top 

Gabriela92: swivels and slowly rocks my hips as I make a small circle, my feet shuffling 

on the floor 

Master_joe: mmm staring now 

tigerzjill: smiles at Gabriela and finds a seat nearby  

Gabriela92: saunters over to Joe's table and dances above him... 

Master_joe: sits on hands 

Master_joe: looking up... 

Gabriela92: unsnaps the top snap on the vest.... 

Master_joe: sounds like a rifle shot 

Al_dente_: watches as the top snap comes adrift 

Gabriela92: leans forward, bending at the waist and resting my hands on Joe's knees.... 

Master_joe: looing up in awe 

Al_dente_: revealing a little more of the curves of Gabi's breasts 

Gabriela92: rolls my shoulders a little.... 

Master_joe: eyes circling 

Gabriela92: rocking my head side to side, letting my hair sway as I stare deeply into Joe's 

eyes. 

Master_joe: looking back 

Gabriela92: slowly walks my hands up the top of Joe's thighs until I nearly reach his belt. 

Al_dente_: hard to look in gab's eyes eh Joe? 

Master_joe: tho have a hard tiem looking in eyes 

Master_joe: yess very!! 

Master_joe: tries to..but fails 

tigerzjill: she has beautiful eyes if you would look! giggles  

Gabriela92: holds myself on one arm, and reaches up and behind Joe's head, resting my 

palm on the back. 

Master_joe: mmmm 

Master_joe: oo i look in her eyes ..ocasionally    

Gabriela92: pushes his head forward until his nose grazes down my throat.... 



Gabriela92: moves down my sternum..... 

Master_joe: mmm  

Master_joe: ooo  my 

Master_joe: smells wonderful 

Gabriela92: and I feel his warm breath bathing the swelling flesh of my cleavage. 

Master_joe: mmm loving teh close up view 

Master_joe: pecky kiss 

Gabriela92: pulls him in more firmly, until I feel his chin brush my breasts 

Master_joe: mmmm 

Al_dente_: wathes gabi teasing Joe.. smiles .. 

Gabriela92: sways a little side to side.... 

Master_joe: feels me swaying too 

Gabriela92: stands and turns halfway around..... 

Gabriela92: straddles Joe's knee, facing away from him. 

Master_joe: oh yes 

Gabriela92: shuffles backwards a few inches.... 

Gabriela92: swings my knees left and right as I slowly bend them, lowering my tushy 

onto Joe's leg. 

Master_joe: hands under me   struggling but staying there 

Al_dente_: watches gabis semi open top as she rubs Joes leg 

Gabriela92: sets my bottom firmly on Joe's leg and grinds into it, as I lean my shoulders 

back onto his chest.... 

Master_joe: yess mice view from here 

Master_joe: looing over gabs shoulder 

Gabriela92: reaches back behind me and rubs my hands up and down the back of Joe's 

head. 

tigerzjill: smiles watching Gabriela grind on Joe's leg  

Master_joe: closes eyes... sensory overload 

Gabriela92: lets my hands fall to my sides and finds Joe's hands... 

Gabriela92: grasps both of his thumbs in my grip.... 

Master_joe: gives em to you 

Gabriela92: moves them to the front of my shorts.... 

Master_joe: mmmm 

Gabriela92: places his thumbs just so, and uses them to flip open the top snap on each 

side of the shorts. 

Master_joe: another rifle shot 

Gabriela92: then runs Joe's hands slowly up and down the sides of my torso, from my 

hips to my armpits. 

Al_dente_: hmmm Gabi... sensuous move 

Master_joe: mmm tickles a bit 

Gabriela92: moves them upward and inward, guiding Joe's hands to lift and hold my 

breasts through the leather vest. 

Master_joe: mmm if you insist...mmmm 

Al_dente_: watches the look on gabi's face as she guides Joe's hands 



Master_joe: handbra   

Gabriela92: bites my lower lip and closes my eyes, tilting my head back, letting my hair 

fall behind me. 

Gabriela92: then moves his hands down my bare tummy.... 

Master_joe: rubbing nicely 

Gabriela92: across the front of the shorts.... 

Gabriela92: down the insides of my thighs to my knees.... 

tigerzjill: staring at the sexy look on Gabriela's beautiful face  

Master_joe: mmm so soft 

Gabriela92: uses Joe's hands to push my knees far apart, until my thighs are almost 180 

degree to one another..... 

Al_dente_: see's the look on Gab's face 

Master_joe: yess 

Al_dente_: eyes drawn to the centre.. the shorts straining 

Gabriela92: then pulses my pelvis forward and back on top of Joe's leg..... 

Master_joe: ooo yess  loving it 

Al_dente_: smiles as gabi pleasures herself on Joes leg.... 

Al_dente_: winks at Jill as we both watch the sexy show 

Gabriela92: stands and turns, giving Joe a quick peck on the cheek as I move over toward 

Al's seat... 

Master_joe: mmm  

Al_dente_: gulps..... 

Master_joe: spent 

Al_dente_: watching the sexy gab approach 

Master_joe: mmm lucky al 

Gabriela92: stops a few feet away... 

Al_dente_: eyes run up and down the sexy curves 

Al_dente_: the already snapped buttons soo teasing 

Gabriela92: unsnaps the two remaining snaps on one side of the shorts, holding the ends 

of the leather together..... 

Al_dente_: hmmmmmm 

Master_joe: oh my 

Al_dente_: gulps agian.. watching the hands 

Gabriela92: holding the inside portion tight to my tummy..... 

Gabriela92: flashes the outside portion outward a few inches, baring my left side from 

my foot all the way up to the bottom of the vest. 

Al_dente_: follows the moves... but just appreciating Gab's beautiful body 

Al_dente_: wonderful view...   such a tease 

Gabriela92: resnaps just the top snap on the left side 

Gabriela92: snaps the top snap on the right, and unsnaps the other two there 

Al_dente_: smiles... hoping that the snap might give way soon 

Al_dente_: never know your luck!!! 

Gabriela92: holds the two snaps tightly... 

tigerzjill: giggles winking at Al  



Al_dente_: but..snaps or not.. gab is beautiful.... 

Gabriela92: slides the front of the shorts slightly side to side..... 

Gabriela92: moving the waistband lower.... 

Gabriela92: and lower..... 

Al_dente_: sees Jill winking from the corner of my eye.. but not taking my gaze off gab 

Al_dente_: watches a gap forming in the crotch as Gab moves the shorts lower 

Al_dente_: soooo sexy! 

Gabriela92: stopping only when there's the slightest change in the color and texture of 

the skin at the waistband.... 

Al_dente_: hmmmm sooooo low... 

Gabriela92: then slides the waistband up a half an inch... 

Al_dente_: the shape of her lower abdomen showing 

Master_joe: recovering enough to look at lucky al 

Gabriela92: resnaps all three snaps on each side 

Al_dente_: eyes move up Gabi's body.. smiling into her eyes 

Gabriela92: turns my back to Al....  

Al_dente_: watches as she turns... in profile.. ah.. the curves... 

Al_dente_: beautiful 

Gabriela92: tosses my hair to one side, and glances back at him over my other shoulder, 

swaying my torso left and right and giving him a little wink and lip pucker as I look 

back.... 

Master_joe: so sexy 

Al_dente_: blows Gabi a kiss 

Poppy England: hiya Gabriela  

Gabriela92: posts my outfit again, for those who might have missed it earlier... 

http://www.fatalwoman.com/two-piece-dance-set.html 

Gabriela92: backs up toward Al, shimmying my legs between his.... 

Gabriela92: rocking my hips side to side 

Al_dente_: gulps as I feel my legs being pushed apart 

Al_dente_: knowing it's gonna be difficult to hide..... 

Gabriela92: leans forward and rests my forearms on Al's table... 

Gabriela92: backs my tushy into his chest and slides it back and forth across his shirt. 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

Al_dente_: loves the expanse of Gabi's back before me 

Gabriela92: stands and reaches both arms overhead.... 

Al_dente_: the feeling of her tushy rubbing 

Al_dente_: hmmm soooo close.... 

Gabriela92: sways my arms to and fro, letting my whole body slither like a snake from 

hands to ankles 

Master_joe: watching the couple  mmm 

Master_joe: oo slither 

Al_dente_: feeling her body against mine 

Gabriela92: turns to face Al.... 

tigerzjill: mmm loves when Gabriela slithers :) winks at Poppy  



Gabriela92: leans back and lays flat on my back on his table.... 

Al_dente_: smiles at Gabi before letting my eyes go south 

Al_dente_: drawn to her legs... 

Gabriela92: lifts one leg and rests my calf on his shoulder.... 

Al_dente_: not a time for looking into her eyes...... 

Gabriela92: then the other leg, the same way. 

Al_dente_: doesn't even try to hide where I'm looking 

Master_joe: oh my 

Al_dente_: such gorgeous legs... 

Gabriela92: bracing myself on my shoulder blades, I press down on Al's shoulders with 

my calves, lifting my butt up off the table.... 

Al_dente_: such a tease 

Poppy England: *smiles watching Gabi make the most of her fantastic body....  

Master_joe: arch bb 

Gabriela92: humping the air with my pelvis in the tiny, tight leather shorts. 

Al_dente_: looks in the only direction there is.... 

Al_dente_: straight ahead 

Al_dente_: at the wonderful view 

Gabriela92: runs my flattened hands smoothly up and down the front of my torso, from 

the bottom of the shorts all the way up to my neck, following every contour very slowly 

and carefully. 

Master_joe: every curve 

Al_dente_: loves those contours.... 

Al_dente_: just beautiful 

Gabriela92: hooks my ankles behind Al's head... 

Al_dente_: leans forward to assist the move 

Gabriela92: unsnaps all three snaps on the front of the vest, letting the loose ends of the 

leather just rest lightly on my tummy. 

Al_dente_: watches the curves of gab's breasts in the gap under the fabric.... 

Gabriela92: runs one fingertip all the way down the center of my body, following bare 

skin from my neck... down my sternum.... through my cleavage.... down my tummy.. over 

my navel.... 

Al_dente_: follos the figers 

Gabriela92: all the way to the waistband of the shorts.... 

Al_dente_: loving the curves it traverses 

Gabriela92: then slowly over the smooth leather.... 

Al_dente_: transverses 

Gabriela92: and down the inside of my right thigh.... 

Al_dente_: eyes following 

Gabriela92: uses my hooked ankles to pull Al's head forward and down.... 

Al_dente_: that oh so sensitive inner thigh 

Master_joe: mmmm lucky al 

Al_dente_: loving the sexy closness 

Gabriela92: clamps his ears between my legs, just above the knee.... 



Master_joe: wrestling match  advantage Gabby 

Al_dente_: wathes the thin leather .. soooo close 

Gabriela92: reaches down to push his head further forward....feeling his cheeks brush the 

insides of my legs.... 

Gabriela92: his whiskers lightly scratching my thighs.... 

Al_dente_: head held so tightly   sooo close 

Gabriela92: and then I feel his nose make contact with the warm, smooth leather at the 

front of my shorts..... 

Al_dente_: nudges gently 

Gabriela92: rocks my hips slightly.... 

Al_dente_: lifting my head just half an inch 

Gabriela92: arches my back and releases Al's head 

Al_dente_: feeing the softness of the thin leather.. 

Al_dente_: holds there for just a moment 

Gabriela92: swings my legs out and down, doing a situp off the table and standing 

between Al's legs again. 

Al_dente_: smiles up at you 

Gabriela92: turns 180 degrees.... 

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs into the waistband at the back of the shorts.... 

Gabriela92: grinds my hips to the bluesy song.... 

Al_dente_: smiles.... oh those shorts 

Al_dente_: oh that tushy.... 

Gabriela92: pushes the back of them down a little bit..... 

Gabriela92: swaying left and right.... 

Gabriela92: each of the two cheeks becoming a little more individually defined..... 

Al_dente_: hmmm watches the nice view before me 

Al_dente_: but still reeling from being so close 

Gabriela92: leaves the waistband stretched across the widest part of my buns.... 

Gabriela92: slides my fingers deeply up into my hair, lifting it off my shoulders.... 

Al_dente_: gorgeous body 

Gabriela92: swiveling the hips dramatically in a circle 

Al_dente_: admires the curves as the hips swing 

tigerzjill: staring as Gabriela plays with her hair moving her hips in front of Al  

D r a z: grins watching gabri  move sensually  to  the beat  

Al_dente_: lol  thinks we are all staring 

Gabriela92: resnaps the top and leans back, shaking my shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: looking upside down at Al. 

Al_dente_: blows you a kiss 

Al_dente_: smiles 

Al_dente_: love the feminine curves on display 

Gabriela92: slowly squats and lowers myself onto Al's leg, leaning and turning to kiss his 

cheek before standing and pulling my shorts back up. 

Al_dente_: feels gab lean in and kiss... hmmm ty I whisper 

Poppy England: *watches, utterly amazed...  



Gabriela92: yvw, Al. 

D r a z:    grins watching gabri as she slides the  shorts baco  

Gabriela92: grins and winks at Poppy.... your turn! 

D r a z:     stands and applauds  gabri   ................ great dance........  

Gabriela92: ty, Draz 

Al_dente_: opts not to stand... but applauds.... 

puckhound3000: wow, hot night in here 

Al_dente_: maybe I'll stand in a few minutes 

Gabriela92: oh, Puck is alive. 

Poppy England: *claps and claps....runs over to Gabi and slips a 50 into the top of her shorts....  

Gabriela92: tugs the waistband down for Poppy.... 

puckhound3000: just speachless, gabriela 

Poppy England: *giggles and slides the 50 in*  

Poppy England: I have to run, but I am so glad I didnt miss this  

Poppy England: bravo!!  

tigerzjill: jumps to my feet clapping enthusiastically for Gabriela  

Gabriela92: holds Poppy's wrist for a lingering moment, catching her eyes. 

Gabriela92: tc, Poppy... hugggs 

Al_dente_: Very sexy Dance gab... 

Gabriela92: ty, Al. 

Gabriela92: Hello, Sed. 

tigerzjill: walks towards Gabriela with a $100 dollar bill smilng big  

Gabriela92: slips a thumb under the center of the vest, giving Jill a place to put her 

money. 

Master_joe: hollds out wallet 

Master_joe: jsut take it all 

tigerzjill: looks in her beautiful eyes as i trace the bill along her skin and slip it inside her 

vest  

tigerzjill: whispering...so beautiful  

Gabriela92: holds Jill's hand to my chest for an extra three count. 

tigerzjill: kisses Gabriela's cheek softly whispers that was amazing  

Al_dente_: quitly opens my wallet and extracts all the notes....  cathes gabi's eyes and 

motions here over... 

Gabriela92: strolls casually over toward Al, adjusting the vest a little on the way 

Al_dente_: holds out my hand with the folded notes... slips them under the sdie of the 

shorts 

puckhound3000: grabs 2 20's places them in front of jill, motiongs to Gabriela, don't 

forget these 

Gabriela92: grinds a little in front of Al as the money approaches my little moneymaker... 

hee, hee. 

Master_joe: still got wallet out for gabby 

Gabriela92: dances my way over to Joe's location. 

tigerzjill: smiles at Puck  

Al_dente_: smiles into her eyes.. "thanks again" 



tigerzjill: takes the 2 20's and kisses his cheek  

tigerzjill: waves them at Gabriela again  

Gabriela92: nods to Al... of course. 

Gabriela92: be right there, Jill... gotta stop at Joe's first. 

tigerzjill: smiles and slides onto Puck's lap as I wait for Gabriela  

Gabriela92: saunters up to Joe... may I help you? 

Master_joe: just gives yu the wallet 

Master_joe: mmm take it all 

puckhound3000: this is what you call double the pleasure, seeing how happy jill is, 

kknowing Gabriela is coming to see here one more time 

Gabriela92: flips through Joe's wallet.... let's see.... 60, 80, 100.... 

Gabriela92: a Visa card..... 

Master_joe: take what you want   

Gabriela92: oh, a condom.... and it's not expired!!! 

Gabriela92: Joe's a good Scout... always prepared. 

Master_joe:    

puckhound3000: he may need his card to get more condoms later  

Gabriela92: thanks for fixing the profile, Aadham 

Gabriela92: slithers over toward Puck and Jill.... 

tigerzjill: im sure with another symbol  

Gabriela92: Oh, Jill... I thought I was his one and only love! 

Gabriela92: squats slightly in front of Jill, using my upper arms to push my boobies 

tighter together. 

puckhound3000: needs joes wallet, just take it all, Gabriela 

puckhound3000: just take it all 

Gabriela92: leans forward, letting my boobs hang a little more fully. 

tigerzjill: moving my face closer to Gabriela's staring in her beautiful eyes  

Al_dente_: Straining to catch a glimpse of Gab's hanging breasts 

Gabriela92: takes Jill's hands and moved them to the front of the vest. 

Master_joe: oo lucky jill 

Gabriela92: guides her fingertips just under the edge of the leather 

Master_joe: i liek watching jill more thatn you al..sorry 

tigerzjill: my hands in Gabriela's feeling the soft smooth leather and the contrast of her 

skin  

tigerzjill: my heart skips a beat  

Al_dente_: lol  gotta agree with that Joe.. 

Master_joe:    

Gabriela92: jumps as I feel Jill's fingertips glide across my aroused nipple, hidden inside 

the vest. 

puckhound3000: loses my self in thought for a moment 

tigerzjill: i feel Gabriela's body squirm and see the look in her eyes as my finger tip traces 

across her nipple  

tigerzjill: moving my finger in small circles  



Gabriela92: has a sudden intake of breath, then softly moans.... 

Gabriela92: turning into a slight, high-pitched whimper. 

Al_dente_: smiles as I see Gabi's pleasure... 

tigerzjill: still transfixed staring deep in her eyes enjoying the closeness  

tigerzjill: lightly tapping the swollen nipple insde her vest  

Gabriela92: glances from Jill's eyes down to her hand, stroking me softly, just out of 

view. 

Master_joe: mm bi girls   

tigerzjill: using two fingertips to lightly pinch the fleshy nipple still mesmerized  

D r a z: jingles the keys with  my  hand  

Gabriela92: glances at Draz and nods, gently withdrawing Jill's hand. 

tigerzjill: blushing looking at Gabriela and then at Draz  

Gabriela92: could I get a ginger ale on ice, please, Draz? 

Al_dente_: lol... so innocently.....   

D r a z:  reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out 2 ginger ales  and pours into a tall 

glass over a twist of lemon and lots of ice  ...slides it over to gabri   *winks and adds a 

bendy straw 

Gabriela92: ty, ty. 

D r a z: yw  ,..... winks  

tigerzjill: Draz may I have a glass of water?  

Gabriela92: sips the ginger ale and swivels the stool around to face outwards from the 

bar, crossing one knee over the other and bouncing one calf. 

 

Gabriela92: pulls Kelli out onto the dance floor and starts hip-bumping with her, clapping 

overhead..... 

touchdown366: nice use of hips 

Gabriela92: turns 90 degrees and rubs our buns together.. 

kelli-: pushing my hair back from the quick yank out onto the floor as I hip bump Gab 

back 

Gabriela92: and then the music changes; LOL 

kelli-: shimmie shimmie shimmie my bunns against Gabs  

kelli-: this works 

touchdown366: lol 

Gabriela92: waves arms overhead, turning to face her 

kelli-: copies gabs moves 

Gabriela92: drops my hands to Kelli's shoulders, swinging left and right.... 

Gabriela92: slide steps... right... left... 

touchdown366: watches as the girls have fun 

kelli-: tries to keep up ..  

Gabriela92: bends knees and slowly drops into a crouch, then slowly back up again.... 

kelli-: working around behind her 

kelli-: taking gabs hips in my hands  

Gabriela92: claps to the beat, flipping my hair off one shoulder and glancing back at Kelli 



Gabriela92: swings my hips in her grip... 

kelli-: works in close 

Gabriela92: shuffling slowly forward, pulling kelli along... 

touchdown366: sees if they get closer 

kelli-: giggles .. have no idea what I'm doing 

Gabriela92: then slowly backs into her... 

Gabriela92: slithers back out onto the dance floor to the bluesy tune.... 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on the back of my jeans, fingers pointing downward... 

Gabriela92: pushes my tushy slowly in a circle.... 

Gabriela92: tugs out the bottom of my burgundy tank top, baring my tummy... 

touchdown366: work it gabi mmmmmmm 

Gabriela92: holds the hem in both hands against my ribs.... 

cptfire35: wow..great timing for me.... 

Gabriela92: rolls my head and shoulders slowly side to side to Hotel California... 

Gabriela92: fingertips slowly roaming over my waist and tummy... 

kelli-: slips back in and sits between 80 and rather.. watching Gab 

Gabriela92: rolls up the bottom of the tank and tucks into the chest strap of my black bra 

Gabriela92: lays my forearms on top of my head and sways as I slowly turn, glancing 

from one patron to the next.... 

kelli-: mmmmm how hot  

cptfire35: sorry...kelli...thank you for correcting me 

Gabriela92: lets my hands slowly drift down the sides of my face... 

Gabriela92: down my neck.... 

Gabriela92: over my collarbones... 

kelli-: watching gabs hands  

Gabriela92: over the swell of my chest.... 

cptfire35: the boys of lake travis and westwood are salivating 

Gabriela92: down the bare midriff... 

kelli-: and a swell chest it is 

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs along the inside of my jeans' waistband, from the center to 

the hip.... 

Gabriela92: around the back to my spine.... 

Gabriela92: then slowly to the front again.... 

ratherbe: watches gabbi's erotic dance  

kelli-: tapping the rhythm to the new song on the bar 

Gabriela92: slowly shuffles in a circle... 

Gabriela92: shakes my head in a slight figure 8, eyes partly closed.... 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers deep into my hair, lifting it off my shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: combs it up into the air, then lets it fall..... 

kelli-: slips off my chair leaning on the bar  

Gabriela92: rolls my head from shoulder to shoulder, my hair swaying in front of me.... 

touchdown366: watches with great delight 

kelli-: watching the boys watching Gab .. giggles 

cptfire35: not watching...entranced by gabri 



Gabriela92: skips back behind the bar, filling a glass with ice, and pours myself a ginger 

ale. 

touchdown366: we are all eyes kelli trust me lol 

Gabriela92: not a danceable tune, for me. 

kelli-: tuff to follow Kenny Chesney 

touchdown366: its ok gabi refresh yourself 

Gabriela92: smiles at Cpt and picks up a dry clean bar towel.... strolls over to his chair....  

would you do the honors, please? 

kelli-: slips onto rathers lap 

Gabriela92: holds my arms straight up in the air.... 

Gabriela92: turns slowly in front of Cpt. 

ratherbe: smiles a big ole smile  

kelli-: LOL .. grabs the towel and wipes Gab down  

touchdown366: sits at the bar watching 

Gabriela92: thanks, Kelli. 

kelli-: careful attention to detail  

ratherbe: slips my hands around kelli's wait to keep her from slipping off my lap  

kelli-: kiss Gab and hands her the towel  

cptfire35: you are awesome gabri 

Gabriela92: don't let your eagerness overwhelm me, Cpt... LOL 

kelli-: wiggles back on rathers lap  

cptfire35: haha...im competing with kelli for you 

Gabriela92: I thought you wanted to wipe me down! 

kelli-: GLWT 

cptfire35: anytime anyday missy 

Gabriela92: grins at kelli 

kelli-: double GLWT 

cptfire35: a prize worth fighting over for sure 

Gabriela92: well, I brought the towel over, and nothing happened! hahaha 

EightyThreeSix: you can do it, cpt! 

cptfire35: with one hand tied behind my back 

ratherbe: ya snooze ya loose  

kelli-: do the words .. snowball... and hell.. ring any bells? 

Gabriela92: Oh, I know what a snowball is!!! hahahaha 

touchdown366: yes you do gabi 

kelli-: tie both hands behind mine and you still lose  

EightyThreeSix: not that type of snowball, lol 

Gabriela92: licks my lips slowly and wiggles my eyebrows at Kelli.... 

cptfire35: kelli had the first towel.i used the second and most important towel 

touchdown366: remembers well 

kelli-: give it up cat 

cptfire35: gabri...back to your dancing..dont let her cut you off 

kelli-: hi Draz..kkiissssssssssss 

kelli-: it's not Gab who I cut off LMAO 



Gabriela92: I just took a break when the music moved away from the dance style, that's 

all, Cpt. 

Gabriela92: wooooo, tuuuuneeee. 

kelli-: claps the beat .. encouraging Gab 

Gabriela92: grabs kelli again... c'mon!!!!! 

cptfire35: thanks for the music draz..this is gabi 

Gabriela92: snaps my head to the beat..... throwing my hair back and forth.... 

kelli-: omg... gets jerked out to the floor 

cptfire35: ok..truce kelli..lets both support gabriela 

touchdown366: watches as the hair goes 

Gabriela92: marches in small steps.... 

kelli-: snaps my hips .. clapping the beat  

Gabriela92: then suddenly drops into a crouch and jumps back up.... 

kelli-: looks over at Draz in his kilt  

kelli-: smiles 

touchdown366: eyes following gabi's moves 

Gabriela92: grinds the pelvis, clapping overhead.... 

cptfire35: bagpiper ran into me...woohooo 

kelli-: spins... hair flys  

D r a z: smiles and swwings my hips in the kilt as i blow my bagpipes  

kelli-: go Draz GO!!!! 

cynnamin delight: sways a little to the tune 

Gabriela92: pushes in on my buns, scooting my feet forward on the floor.... 

Gabriela92: then slides backwards, in a short shuffle.... 

Gabriela92: quick half-spin... 

Gabriela92: leg kick.... 

touchdown366: loving the shuffle 

cptfire35: yum 

kelli-: works my bunns .. watching Gab 

Gabriela92: slide slips, right and left.... 

cptfire35: cant compete with gabs buns 

Gabriela92: winks at cpt... 

touchdown366: eyes left then right 

kelli-: shuffles over near Gab 

Gabriela92: does an exaggerated march in place, bumping my hips left and right 

kelli-: does a little scottish dance 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

cptfire35: like the A and M band gabri 

Gabriela92: points to Kelli with both hands, and gives her a double thumbs up.... 

kelli-: laffs  

kelli-: whew .. that's a workout 

kelli-: leans back.. air guitar 

D r a z: stomps  my  feet to  the beat and   watches the girls as they rock it out   

Gabriela92: flexes one leg to the beat.... 



Gabriela92: tapping out the beat... 

kelli-: hands on my hips.. heel pounding the floor in rhythm 

kelli-: slowly turns .. hips moving in circles  

Gabriela92: walks forward in a square, elbows tight to my ribs, forearms parallel to the 

ground, fingers snapping. 

kelli-: shakin my ass in my  

cptfire35: a dynamo 

D r a z: grins watching the dynamic  duo  

cynnamin delight: moves around to a cage, moves again to the music 

Gabriela92: suddenly snaps forward at the waist, bending almost to the floor, brushing it 

with my hair.... 

kelli-: working in a small circle .. hands moving high .. clapping the beat 

cptfire35: what a pair to draw to 

Gabriela92: stands again and whips my hair in a circle by rolling my head quickly..... 

kelli-: gives you a straight doesn't it?  

Gabriela92: probably more a flush... LOL 

Gabriela92: wooooo!!!!! 

cptfire35: a royal flush 

kelli-: too much push can get you a full house LOL 

cptfire35: this face is flushed watching you  

Gabriela92: runs to the stage steps.... 

Gabriela92: struts the length of it.... 

kelli-: moves back to the boys and resumes my seat  

Gabriela92: crossing one foot over the other... 

D r a z: watches as gabri strutts the length of the stage  

kelli-: gives Gab the spotlight 

D r a z:  sings  ....come on come on come on ..take it  off   

kelli-: settles into rathers lap and leans back  

Gabriela92: crosses my arms and grasps the bottom of the tucked tank top.... 

Gabriela92: works it out from under my bra strap.... 

Gabriela92: raises my hands and peels the top up and over my head.... 

ratherbe: slips my hands around kelli's waist as she slips onto my lap  

Gabriela92: whirls the tank around and around over my head and flings it over onto TD's 

table.... 

kelli-: watching it fly 

touchdown366: smiles as it lands 

cptfire35: now i know why all the partyboats stop at gabri's deck 

touchdown366: wipes my forehead with it 

kelli-: picks up the beat .. flexing my bunns muscles  

Gabriela92: walks to the brass pole... 

kelli-: smiles @ rather  

Gabriela92: grasps it, chest high.... 

touchdown366: watches her go to the pole 

Gabriela92: scoots my feet past it on both sides... 



ratherbe: feels kelli's bunns wiggle in my lap  

D r a z: smiles watching gabri  at  the pole 

Gabriela92: bends my knees... 

ratherbe: looks into kelli's eyes and smiles back  

Gabriela92: lowers my hands, one over the other... 

kelli-: watching Gab .. prepare to "mount the pole" 

cptfire35: you go gabri... 

Gabriela92: moving closer and closer.... 

touchdown366: watches as gabi is about to work the pole 

cptfire35: i can see the ripped muscles 

Gabriela92: thighs now on either side of it.... 

Gabriela92: the hard, stiff pole about to make contact with the crotch of my jeans... 

cptfire35: lucky damn pole 

kelli-: leans forward . . working my hips as I watch Gab 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmmmmm the pole 

cptfire35: the brass always win 

Gabriela92: rubs the denim firmly into the unyielding metal, grinding in tiny circles... 

Gabriela92: feeling it pressing into me.... 

D r a z: that pole sure gets a good polishing 

ratherbe: works my hips a little to get more comfortable  

kelli-: pressing my ass back .. grinding the beat as I watch Gab 

cptfire35: is it better than riding a horse gabri 

touchdown366: surprised the brass is still on it 

Gabriela92: then rocks my pelvis up and down, sliding on the rod.... 

touchdown366: smiles as gabi slides 

Gabriela92: stands and turns my back, touching my spine to the cold metal.... 

kelli-: omg ......the song ..... perfucktion 

Gabriela92: squats and stands several times, rubbing my back up and down on the  pole 

from neck to buns... 

touchdown366: looks at gabi against the pole 

D r a z:  thats porn star dancing  

Gabriela92: bends forward and places my hands flat on the stage... backs the seat of my 

jeans into the pole... 

touchdown366: watches as she goes up and down 

D r a z: grining at gabri ...... as backs it against the pole  

Gabriela92: squats and stands several more times, the pole rubbing up and down 

between my denim-covered buns.... 

touchdown366: wipes my forehead again with her tanktop 

cynnamin delight: watches while sitting in the cage entrance 

Gabriela92: raises my torso to horizonal and shakes my ass into the pole... 

D r a z: smiles over at cynn  and winks  

Gabriela92: stands and leans my shoulders back into the pole.... 

kelli-: mmmmmmmm  



Gabriela92: raising one foot, then the other, slipping the heel straps off my shoes and 

kicking them off the stage... 

touchdown366: seeing the shoes go flying 

Gabriela92: raises and lowers my heels a few times, rubbing my butt up and down on the 

pole again... 

Gabriela92: then shifts my hips left and right... 

D r a z: mmm bottoms up  

touchdown366: that spot on the pole did need polished 

Gabriela92: unsnaps the jeans.... 

Gabriela92: lowers the zipper.... 

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs around the back.... 

cptfire35: omg 

kelli-: eyes wide open 

Gabriela92: slowly pushes the jeans halfway down my buns, showing the tangerine lace 

boyshorts underneath.... 

touchdown366: smiles as i see the jeans unsnap 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmmm nice boy shorts 

Gabriela92: lowers the jeans to the top of my thighs.... 

touchdown366: sees them going lower 

Gabriela92: backs into the pole again, pressing the boyshorts deep between my buns 

with the stiff metal.... 

cptfire35: yummmmm 

D r a z: grins to see those sin...ammon  buns   

Gabriela92: bends and pushes the jeans to my ankles.... 

cptfire35: never seen boyshorts lookin better 

touchdown366: loves as i see them getting pressed in 

Gabriela92: then lifts one foot and the other to slips them off.... 

Gabriela92: slowly slides my fingers up the back of my smooth, taut calves.... 

Gabriela92: then up the back of my thighs.... 

touchdown366: there goes the jeans big smiles 

D r a z: growlss  as  the jeanscome off   and  thefingerscaress  the backs of thelegs  

Gabriela92: smartly slaps the bare bottom half of my buns... 

touchdown366: hears the slaps  

cptfire35: love the red fingerprints on the tight butt 

Alert: nasgoo reddotted by: kelli- 

Gabriela92: turns to face the pole and grabs it in one hand... 

Gabriela92: swings left, hair flying... 

Gabriela92: changes hands and swings back the other way.... 

D r a z: the lights catch the shimmer of  the hair  

cptfire35: im gettin soaked 

touchdown366: watches the hair flys and her swinging on the pole 

kelli-: LOL omg 

Gabriela92: pulls myself close and runs the pole up and down in my cleavage... 

ratherbe: forgot to plug in my laptop and it died  



cptfire35: all the toys in here are dying right now 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmmmloves that move gabi 

Gabriela92: stands even closer, touching my bare tummy and the front of my boyshorts 

to the pole... 

Gabriela92: leans back, holding the pole in both hands, crotch pressed to the stiff metal 

touchdown366: watches her intently 

D r a z: when the girl gets hot ,,,,,,,,,,,,it just dont stop 

Gabriela92: pulls myself up two feet on the pole... 

Gabriela92: locks my legs around it.... 

Gabriela92: leans back... 

Gabriela92: hair falling behind me.... 

touchdown366: watches as the legs are locked around the pole 

cptfire35: thank god title nine lets the girls do gymnastics..wow 

Gabriela92: reaches between my breasts and unhooks the front of the bra, letting them 

burst free into the cool air and bright lights.... 

touchdown366: eyes open move as i see that move  

D r a z:  growls asthe pert breastsjiggle in the lights   

Gabriela92: runs my hands softly over them as I lean back, my torso almost below 

horizontal..... 

cptfire35: amazing breasts...firm firm firm 

kelli-: licks my lips 

touchdown366: watches her hands trace her torso 

Gabriela92: fingers smoothly running over my tummy.... 

cynnamin delight: fights the desire to run my hands over my body 

D r a z: watches gabri   uses her body as she lights the room on fire  

Gabriela92: leans further back and puts my hands on the stage floor... 

touchdown366: wow did know she moved like that claps 

Gabriela92: releases my legs and flips over backwards to my feet 

D r a z:  winks noticing    cynnn wriggling    

touchdown366: awesome moves claps louder 

Gabriela92: drops to the floor and crawls down one side of the stage like a predatory cat, 

making eye contact with each customer along the way.... 

kelli-: watching the great moves 

touchdown366: looks into her eyes and smiles big 

Gabriela92: reaches the curtain and crosses over to the other side of the stage... 

Gabriela92: returning out to the end in the erotic crawl... 

D r a z: grins as gabri  crawlspert  breasts  jiggling under  her 

cptfire35: bringing more towels 

touchdown366: meow 

Gabriela92: drops to my tummy, laying flat and does a log rolls across the stage... 

Gabriela92: then back to the center... 

Gabriela92: laying on my back.. 

touchdown366: love it gabi 

Gabriela92: braces myself on my shoulder blades and feet... knees bent above the floor... 



touchdown366: smiles at that hot move 

Gabriela92: moves my feet wider.... 

Gabriela92: lifts my butt off the stage.... 

D r a z: the writhing body    pulsing to the beat  

touchdown366: lifts my eyes 

Gabriela92: pulses my pelvis toward the ceiling, slowly and erotically to the rhythm of 

the song.... 

kelli-: God girl 

touchdown366: such a nice pelvis 

cptfire35: the energizer bunny...wow 

Gabriela92: runs my hands up and down the front of myself, from my shoulders to my 

knees and back up again, several times.... 

touchdown366: follows the hands trying to keep up 

Gabriela92: drops and rolls onto my tummy again, then pushes my shoulders and chest 

up off the stage... 

D r a z: grins to see the  hands caresss  the pulsing body as it arches up  provocatively  

Gabriela92: inchworms forward several times.... 

touchdown366: inch by inch i watch 

cptfire35: flashdance got nothin on her 

Gabriela92: grabs a glass of icewater from the edge of the stage... 

Gabriela92: pours it all over the front of me, shuddering from the sudden chill.... 

Gabriela92: turning the tangerine boyshorts nearly transparent... 

cptfire35: amazing what it does to the breasts 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmm seeing her quiver from the cold ice water 

Gabriela92: rolls onto my back and braces myself again, raising my ass. 

D r a z:  watches the progress of the water trickles  

Gabriela92: grinds my buns slowly in the air.... 

kelli-: water is great for you body  

touchdown366: eyse follow slowly 

Gabriela92: running my hands up and down the inside of my thighs... 

cptfire35: cant take much more 

touchdown366: very sey thighs 

Gabriela92: dropping in exhaustion... 

kelli-: applaudes and hollers .. way to go Gab  

cptfire35: wooooohoooo!!!!!!!!!!! 

Gabriela92: stands and collects my bra, throwing my forearm across my chest and 

flipping my hair back over my head.... 

cptfire35: how the hell do you beat that 

ratherbe: bravo bravo gabbie  

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmmmmm awesome gabi loved it as i clap  

D r a z: woo hoo ,,,,,,,,,,, stands and appplaluds gabri  and stand sby teh stage with a robe 

if needed  

Gabriela92: smiles and waves to the crowd as I move toward the curtain.... 

D r a z:  winks and returns to the bar    



Gabriela92: just before reaching the curtain, I stop, bend down until my face is against 

my shins.... 

kelli-: waves .. huge grin  

D r a z: grins seeing the  shaking buns  

Gabriela92: back to the crowd.... 

kelli-: gets up off rathers lap  

Gabriela92: slides the boyshorts down to my ankles.... 

kelli-: whoa!!! 

cptfire35: omg..what an encore 

touchdown366: eyes open wider 

Gabriela92: and slaps my buns again before disappearing behind the curtains.... 

kelli-: just had my pic taken LOL 

ratherbe: places my hands on kelli's hips to steady her  

cptfire35: awesome finish 

D r a z: whoa ................... such a dirty littlegirl 

cptfire35: thannks for the selfie with you 

kelli-: turns and holds out my hands 

ratherbe: places my hand into kelli's  

kelli-: pulls you up .. kinda LOL 

Gabriela92: walks down the hall to the dressing room and showers. 

ratherbe: and stands slowly 

Lia and scarlett 

joyful lia: runs and grabs scarlett..come dance with me 

scarlett2angel: smiles moves into Lia's arms  

joyful lia: smiles..pulling you close 

scarlett2angel: this better not be a trick  

joyful lia: tucks a stray lock of hair behind your ear 

scarlett2angel: winks slips my arms around Your waist as You take the lead 

joyful lia: sways slowly with you ..moving i can feel our bodies touch 

Heart1226: wohooooooooo Lia's dancing..!! smiless 

joyful lia: fingers caressing the base of your neck 

touchdown366: watches lia and scarlett dance 

scarlett2angel: smiles as You sway side to side making my hips move with Yours as our 

bodies move with the slow beat 

blk_bull3000: throws my leg up on the booth table and watches the ladies as they dance  

joyful lia: leans smiling to nip your bottom lip as i spin you 

joyful lia: kisses you softly..ty 

scarlett2angel: mmm at Your nip makes me grip your hips more ..yw steps back  

scarlett2angel: slips my hand into Yours tugs and spins You around for one more dance 

joyful lia: spins laughing..look at you ..lol 

scarlett2angel: winks as i grip tha small of Your back and right hand  

joyful lia: you silly woman..moves with your guidance 



Heart1226: smiless watching Lia and Scarlett dancing...  

scarlett2angel: wait till You see what i have planed next 

joyful lia: oh lord! 

Heart1226: ohh myy....  

Poppy England: *picks up a bar tray and rests it on her hip....starts to move around 

between the tables and booths....collecting glasses  

joyful lia: tries to dance alil to the beat..hoping i dont trip,lol 

Heart1226: you're doing great LIa..!! smiles 

scarlett2angel: spins You around brushs against Your ass as my fingertips teases Your 

tummy and hips as i rock with Your hips letting the room see how limber You are 

touchdown366: smiles as i watch them both 

scarlett2angel: winks as my lips brush against the nape of Your neck nips on Your ear ..i 

couldnt think of another word lol 

joyful lia: rocks my body slowly with the music..perks feeling your fingers 

Heart1226: ohhh let's get rough.. let's get naughty.....  

trisha_29: woohooooooooooooooooo gf!!!!!! 

joyful lia: giggles 

joyful lia: save me gf! 

scarlett2angel: save You? 

Heart1226: noooo don't Trish.. let them dance more..!! giggles 

joyful lia: slides my hands to your sexy waist..moving agaisnt you 

trisha_29: laughs....runs out...presses up behind my gf....trapping her between me and 

scarlett....grinds against her booty 

Heart1226: you wanted it first Lia..!!! go on girl...!!! 

joyful lia: holy moly!!!! 

scarlett2angel: gigles at Trish  

Heart1226: wooohooooooooooooooo!!!!!!  

joyful lia: oh my blushes 

touchdown366: loving the moves 

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips and pins Lia between us as the music changes 

joyful lia: pleaseeee tell me thats your mascara 

blk_bull3000: laughs  

blk_bull3000: some sandwich that  

Heart1226: threesome dancing ........!!!!! 

touchdown366: sits with mike and watches 

scarlett2angel: winks at Trish grips Lias hips as we dance with her between us letting 

Mike sit there 

touchdown366: didnt know there were sandwiches tonight lol 

trisha_29: lmao @ mascara 

joyful lia: moving in time with scarlett and gf 

Poppy England: *leans against a table watching the girls dancing  

trisha_29: turns my back to my gf....rubs my booty against hers 

joyful lia: ohhh wiggles  

Heart1226: mmmmmm... rub her good girl friendssss...... giggles 



scarlett2angel: rocks left and right feels Lia push against me as i slide up and down winsk 

at Trish and lets my skirt and tank top show off my tanned body as the music moves me 

joyful lia: leans forward alittle to tweek scarletts girls..reaching back to caress gf's ass 

Heart1226: ohhh myyy... 

trisha_29: slides my hand in my gf's back pocket...tugs her to the pole..grins 

Poppy England: *sways and ripples her body gently to the music, watching the girls.....  

joyful lia: ohhhhhhhh nooooooooo 

blk_bull3000: watches heart getting all worked up ...wondering where her hands are...  

joyful lia: lol 

Heart1226: wohoooooooooooooooo trish.. .get her there...!!!! 

trisha_29: lmao come on gf! 

GuitarslingerMike: slips back to the couch... grinning at the dancers...  

trisha_29: wb hun 

joyful lia: lol..umm the pole looks nice and polished 

trisha_29: i cant dance to this...lol 

scarlett2angel: tosses Mike some 50's incase hes low on money 

touchdown366: sits with mike watching with delight giving high 5s 

Heart1226: lol bull... hands up.... but I do have some pillow and some.... nvm.. lol 

GuitarslingerMike: lol... scarlett. catches them and passes a few to td...  

blk_bull3000: lol...grins  

touchdown366: thank mike 

joyful lia: wraps a long tanned leg around the pole 

joyful lia: like this? 

trisha_29: wooooooohoooooooooooo go gf go!!!!!!! 

scarlett2angel: claps and whistles  

Heart1226: mmmmmmmm... LIa... just like that...... giggles 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmm yes like that 

trisha_29: tuuuuuuuuuuuuune 

Heart1226: lol ^5 Td..! 

joyful lia: curls it firmly working into a slow spin 

joyful lia: lol 

joyful lia: omg! 

GuitarslingerMike: grins and nods... definitely like that.  

trisha_29: get it girlfriend! 

trisha_29: work that ass! 

scarlett2angel: give it to me baby 

touchdown366: loves it as she works it 

joyful lia: tips my head back long black locks tickling the tops of my rounded ass cheeks 

trisha_29: hot and wet....make me wanna sweat................. 

scarlett2angel: ^5's Trish for getting Lia up there 

joyful lia: smiles to my adoring fans..slapping my ass 

trisha_29: ^5 scarlett 

trisha_29: slides my ass into mike's lap....wiggling with the music 

D r a z:.......work it lia   



Heart1226: wohhooooo..ohh my...... Lia....!!  

GuitarslingerMike: raises an eyebrow at the slap... grins...  

trisha_29: omg gooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo gf go! 

scarlett2angel: dances in between td and Mike winks now now behave guys 

touchdown366:  moves over and watches lia work her magic on the pole 

joyful lia: warm hands stroking the cold pole ..up and down between my full breasts 

trisha_29: work work it...tweek it twerk it............. 

D r a z: ........watches lia   dance,,,,,,hugsssss ladies  

scarlett2angel: spins around shakes my ass at the two of you winks at trish an skips back 

to the bar 

joyful lia: giggles..looking to gf 

trisha_29: nods....do it gf! 

joyful lia: pushes back holding the pole..tweerking my sweet ass 

joyful lia: perks..hearing the music..runssssssssssss 

trisha_29: yessssssssss!!!!!! woohooooooooooooo gf!!!!!! 

CreativeEd: hi jaypee, wc 

trisha_29: omg stay up there! 

touchdown366: oh myyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy yessssssssssssss 

GuitarslingerMike: hi jp.  

Heart1226: mmmm.... waves a hundred dollar bill..... shake it more Lia...! wohooooo!! 

jaypee_2: Hello Mike 

Heart1226: hello Jaypee... smiles 

joyful lia: giggles ..nooooo...hides under the blanket in my chair 

jaypee_2: Hello Ed 

scarlett2angel: claps as i hop onto the bar so all the mens heads are out of the way 

 


